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Quality Control (QC) testing of Cosmetic personal care and fragrance products is a
key part of the products’ launch to the market. The purpose of QC is to ensure that the
product is stable, safe and that its claims are substantiated by scientific data.

Kirkbride et al. [1] critically evaluated current stability QC testing guidelines and
techniques based on their industrial experience; they highlighted that the development of
reliable stability testing protocols requires a consideration of the product’s overall life-cycle
and its intended use, concluding that there is a need for product-specific stability strategies.

Barthe et al. [2] provided a comprehensive review of all current in vitro and ex vivo
techniques that have replaced the animal studies for the safety QC testing of cosmetic
products and cosmetic ingredients. Such techniques include cell culture models, human
skin equivalent models and excised human skin. The advantages, challenges and ar-
eas for development of these in vitro techniques are discussed in detail, focusing on the
safety assessment for genotoxicity, endocrine disruption, dermal absorption, skin and
eye irritation.

Steinmetz et al. [3] argued that the ban on animal testing has presented significant
challenges in the toxicological safety determination of cosmetic ingredients, especially for
those raw materials which are mixtures of plant/botanical extracts with complex chemical
compositions. They explain new testing approaches such as the Mode of Action (MoA)-
driven testing/analysis and the Threshold of Toxicological Concern (TCC) methodology.

Rakusa and Roskar [4] reported a novel HPCL-UV method for the quantitative QC
testing of three actives; Vitamin A, Vitamin E and Coenzyme Q10. The QC testing of
commercial anti-ageing products using this novel method revealed labelling discrepancies
for these three actives, with actual active concentrations significantly higher or lower than
stated. This finding highlighted the need for stricter regulations and quality control testing
for active ingredients in cosmetic products.

Andreou et al. [5] elaborated on the safety of tattoo and permanent make up (PMU)
colourants. They argue that although there has been a strict quality control of pigment raw
materials in recent years, the long-term health risk and toxicological hazards of tattoo inks
and PMU colourants need to be further investigated considering that these ingredients are
not applied to the skin surface for decorative purposes but are injected into the dermis and
reach the systemic circulation.

Biskanaki et al. [6] studied the differences in the expression and quality of skin collagen
type -1 (COL I) in healthy, aged, sun exposed, and pathological skin tissues. They observed
that sun-exposed skin demonstrates decreased and non-homogeneous COL I expression,
which resembles the defective COL 1 expression of benign and cancerous skin lesions. This
reinforces the benefits of using skincare products with a sun protection factor.

Claim substantiation testing is unique to cosmetic products. To enable time- and
cost-effective quality control testing, assessment methodologies are constantly evolving.
In the study conducted by my research group [7] we reported a novel QC method for
the determination of refractive indices of creams, using an SPF meter. The RI values then
presented the correlation with preliminary skin hydration data after the application of the
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creams. Such correlations of instrumental data with sensory testing data, can be reliable
& cost-effective predictive tools for the cosmetics industry during the initial stages of a
product’s development.

Institutional Review Board Statement: Not applicable.

Informed Consent Statement: Not applicable.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declare no conflict of interest.
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Abstract: The sensory properties of cosmetic products can influence consumers’ choice. The accu-
rate correlation of sensory properties, such as skin hydration, with the material properties of the
formulation could be desirable. In this study, we aimed to demonstrate a new method for the in vitro
measurement of the refractive indices (RIs) of turbid creams. The critical wavelength of each cream
was obtained through direct measurement using a sun protection factor (SPF) meter; the wavelength
value was then applied in the Sellmeier equation to determine the RI. The results obtained from the
in vitro skin hydration measurement for each cream correlated with their RI values. This suggests
that RI measurements could be a useful predictive tool for the ranking of creams in terms of their
skin hydration effects.

Keywords: sensory testing; refractive index; critical wavelength; turbidity; skin hydration; creams

1. Introduction

Sensory analysis plays a crucial role in the field of cosmetic science. It is used for
claim substantiation via subjective users’ perception also providing an understanding
on how sensory attributes influence consumer’s choice and, in turn, the market success
of the product [1]. The Organization of Standardization (ISO) allows the properties of
a cosmetic product to be described using both qualitative and quantitative methods [2].
This is performed by the selection of a plain descriptive lexicon and a team of well-trained
judges to qualify and quantify the test products on the basis of their individual sensory
perception via scoring each attribute on a given scale. The statistical evaluation of the
collected data can then correlate the scores, assess the overall performance of the product
and derive valid claims [3,4]. However, user trials involving scoring scales can be biased
due to the subjective nature of the collected data [5,6]. Therefore, there is a need for the
development of instrumental techniques that can reliably correlate to and predict sensory
properties [7].

In a previous study, we demonstrated how sensory attributes of semisolids, such as
pourability, firmness, elasticity, spreadability and stickiness, can be accurately correlated to
the rheological measurements of the formulation [7]. In this study, we aimed to develop
further such correlations.

The refractive index (RI) of a material is a measure of the velocity of light in vac-
uum divided by the velocity of light crossing the material. The RI has a wide range of
applications, from the estimation of drug concentration present in a sample to the opaque-
ness or turbidity of the sample [8]. Changes in the RI of the skin have been shown to
correlate to skin hydration after the application of a moisturizer; this is because hydration
renders the skin less opaque, i.e., more translucent, resulting in a decrease in the RI [9–11].
The measurements of the RIs of cosmetic creams could potentially be correlated to their
short-term skin hydration effects, assuming that less turbid creams with a low RI will

Cosmetics 2021, 8, 74. https://doi.org/10.3390/cosmetics8030074 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/cosmetics
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have a high water content or/and dissolved actives with a hydrating effect. Because of the
turbid nature of creams, a traditional UV spectrophotometer cannot be used to measure
their RIs [12,13], and the optical coherence tomography technique cannot elaborate their
RIs on a routine basis [9]; therefore, there is a need for developing a simple method to
accurately and routinely measure the RIs of creams and turbid samples.

The objectives of the present study were as following: (i) to develop a method for the
direct and accurate measurement of the RIs of turbid formulations; and (ii) to investigate if
there is a correlation between the RIs of creams and their skin hydration effects.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

The active ingredient (X), cholesterol, span65 and solutol HS-15 were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich, Inc. (Gillingham, UK). Baobab oil was purchased from Aromatic Natural
Skin Care (Forres, UK), and jojoba and coconut oil were bought from SouthernCross
Botanicals (Knockrow, Australia). The Emulsifying Wax was obtained from CRODA
International Plc (Goole, East Yorkshire, UK). Other excipients of the cream and Tris buffer
solutions were of analytical grade.

2.2. Methods
2.2.1. Preparation of the Oil-in-Water Creams

Oil-in-water creams IA–IVA and IB–IVB used in this study were formulated as ex-
plained in our previous paper [7].

Four active-containing oil-in-water creams (labelled A) and their controls (labelled
B; without active ingredients) were prepared. Each cream contained the following oil
combinations: I (volume ratio of 8% jojoba and baobab oils, 1:1)—water phase (85%),
oil phase (10%) and emulsifier (5%); II (volume ratio of 10% jojoba and baobab oil, 1:1),
III (volume ratio of 10% jojoba oil and coconut oil, 1:1) and IV (volume ratio of 10%
baobab and coconut oil, 1:1)—water phase (83%), oil phase (12%) and emulsifier (5%).
The composition of each cream is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Ingredients and % (w/w) composition of each cream formulation.

Cream Phases Ingredients
Composition of Each Cream Formulation (% w/w)

IA IB IIA IIB IIIA IIIB IVA IVB

Oil phase

Stearyl alcohol 1 1 1 1

Jojoba oil 4 4 5 5 5 5

Baobab oil 4 4 5 5 5 5

Coconut oil 5 5 5 5

Water phase

Glycerine 5 5 5 5 5 5

Propylene glycol 5 5

Water 73.7 78.7 71.7 76.7 71.7 76.7 71.7 76.7

Active Entrapped active
ingredient 5 5 5 5

2.2.2. Measurement of Refractive Index Using an SPF Analyser

A sun protection factor (SPF) analyser, SPF-290AS (SolarLight®, Glenside, PA, USA),
was used to obtain the individual transmittance wavelength of each cream sample. The RI
of each cream was then calculated using the Sellmeier equation (Equation (1)):

n2 (λ) = 1 + (B1λ
2/λ2 − C1) + (B2λ

2/λ2 − C2) + (B3λ
2/λ2 − C3), (1)

where

4
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n is the refractive index (RI),
λ is the wavelength of the test sample Determined by a SPF meter.

The coefficients of the Sellmeier equation for a fused silica/silicon substrate can be
shown as following [14]:

B1 = 0.696166300; C1 = 4.67914826 × 10−3 μm2;
B2 = 0.407942600; C2 = 1.35120631 × 10−2 μm2;
B3 = 0.897479400; C3 = 97.9340025 μm2.

A wavelength measurement on the SPF working at the wavelength of 290 m was
carried out by initially placing an empty silicon substrate or a transpore tape (to imitate
the skin surface) in the optical path to acquire a reference scan. The substrate was then
loaded with the test sample at 2.0 μL/cm2, spread out in a unidirectional motion, allowed
to dry for 15 min and returned to the optical path. Six different scans were taken by a
monochromator over the wavelength region of 380–500 nm, and an average scan was pro-
duced. The SPF software factors out the reference scan data, resulting in the transmittance
of only the measured sample. This experiment was conducted in triplicate for each cream
at room temperature.

2.2.3. Skin Hydration

A preliminary self-evaluation of the hydrating effects of the creams was carried out
by the researcher using a skin hydration meter (Moisture meter SC Compact, Delfin, UK).
Hands were washed with a soap and dried for 5 min. The moisture meter was placed on
the back of the hand and held in a steady position, until a measurement was taken at T0
(t = 0) and the value was recorded. A small amount of cream was then applied in a circular
motion to the same location of the original reading, and after 5 min, a second measurement
was taken at T5 (t = 5). This process was repeated in triplicate for each cream.

2.2.4. Statistical Analysis

A statistical evaluation of results was carried out using the IBM SPSS software.
To indicate whether any significant difference (p < 0.05) existed in the skin hydration
after the cream application, a paired sample t-test was used to compare the results before
and after measurements.

3. Results and Discussion

Correlation between RI Measurements and Skin Hydration Results

Table 2 shows the calculated RI values for all cream models. All creams were opaque
or turbid with RI values greater than the RI of full fat milk cream, which is 1.38810 [12].
The least turbid creams were models IA and IB, having the lowest RI values (Table 2).

Table 2. The critical wavelengths of all models taken in triplicate and their refractive index (RI) values.

Model Wavelength 1 Wavelength 2 Wavelength 3 Mean Wavelength (nm) ±SD Wavelength (μm) RI Value

IA 387.7 387.8 387.8 387.8 0.06 0.3878 2.12377

IB 387.7 387.7 387.8 387.7 0.06 0.3877 2.12378

IIA 385.0 384.9 385.0 385.0 0.06 0.3850 2.12397

IIB 385.1 385.0 385.0 385.0 0.06 0.3850 2.12397

IIIA 385.4 385.4 385.4 385.4 0 0.3854 2.12393

IIIB 385.5 385.6 385.5 385.5 0.06 0.3855 2.12393

IVA 385.9 385.5 385.9 385.8 0.23 0.3858 2.12391

IVB 385.9 385.9 385.9 385.9 0 0.3859 2.12392
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Table 3 shows the % increase in skin hydration after the application of each cream.
The paired sample t-test revealed there was a statistically significant difference in skin
hydration (p-value < 0.05) before and after the measurements of skin hydration for most
cream models.

Table 3. Measurement values of skin hydration in percentage (%) before and after the measurements of skin hydration
(T0 vs. T5).

Cream
Model/

Number

1 2 3 Mean
% Increase in

HydrationBefore
(T0)

After
(T5)

Before
(T0)

After
(T5)

Before
(T0)

After
(T5)

Before
(T0/±SD)

After
(T5/±SD)

p-Value

IA/1 51.2 59.4 29.6 55.9 55.5 59.8 45.4/±13.9 58.4/±2.1 0.09 28.63

IB/2 36.4 52.3 59.8 67.2 51.7 65.3 49.3/±11.9 61.6/±8.1 0.02 24.94

IIA/3 58.7 62.4 58.0 67.4 51.5 55.6 56.1/±4.0 61.8/±5.9 0.04 10.16

IIB/4 44.5 57.1 66.8 67.2 48.0 58.7 53.1/±11.9 61.0/±5.4 0.08 14.87

IIIA/5 67.4 72.0 60.3 68.6 54.9 63.8 60.9/±6.3 68.1/±4.1 0.01 11.82

IIIB/6 65.2 65.7 70.5 77.1 62.1 73.0 65.9/±4.2 71.9/±5.7 0.09 9.10

IVA/7 58.2 64.7 55.6 60.8 65.9 70.5 59.9/±5.4 65.3/±4.9 0.005 9.01

IVB/8 61.0 74.1 66.4 73.9 59.4 66.5 62.3/±3.7 71.5/±4.3 0.02 14.76

According to these preliminary results, creams IA and IB showed the highest increase
in hydration alongside the lowest RI values, therefore confirming the hypothesis that
creams with a lower RI have a higher hydrating effect. This correlation is depicted in
Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Relationships between RI and % increase in hydration. Cream samples (IA to IVB) are shown in numerical order
of 1–8.

The high skin hydration effect seen in models IA and IB could be attributed to the
higher water contents in their compositions compared to the rest of the creams (Table 1).
This effect can also be attributed to the humectant used and its compatibility with jojoba
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and baobab oil [15], considering that cream models IIA and IIB contained the same type
of oils as IA and IB but with a different humectant. In fact, the turbid nature and low
hydration effect of models IIA and IIB could be the effect of propylene glycol (Table 1)
in comparison to the glycerin present in IA and IB. Based on these observations, the water
content and the type of humectant seemed to be the determining factors in the hydration
effect. Changes in these parameters can be detected by RI measurements, via changes
in ingredients’ solubility/compatibility, therefore explaining the observed correlation
between RI/turbidity and hydration effects. Similarly, the high RI and the low hydration
of models III and IV can be attributed to the presence of stearyl alcohol in models III and
IV (Tables 1–3) and its incompatibility with glycerine and/or the oils in these formulas.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we reported our preliminary findings on a new method for the prediction
of the skin hydration effects of creams by measuring their RIs, using the Sun Protection
Factor-290 Automated System (SPF-290AS). This newly developed method using the
SPF equipment and the Sellmeier equation is highly sensitive and simple and allows the
determination of the RIs of turbid samples without dilution. The correlation of the RIs of
the creams with their skin hydration effects could be a predictive tool for the cosmetics
industry to provide useful information on the hydration effect of creams before embarking
on user trials and/or confirming the results from user trials. Further studies should include
a large-scale user trial to validate this predictive tool, also including different types of
semisolid formulations (water-in-oil and gels) to explore the extent of its applicability.
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Abstract: Vitamins A and E and coenzyme Q10 are common ingredients in anti-ageing cosmetic
products. Within this study, we evaluated the quality of commercial cosmetics with vitamin A
(35 products), vitamin E (49 products), and coenzyme Q10 (27 products) by using validated HPLC–
UV methods. Vitamin A was determined as retinol, retinyl palmitate, retinyl propionate, β carotene,
and hydroxypinacolone retinoate in concentrations ranging from 950 ng/g to 19 mg/g. Total vitamin
A contents, expressed with retinol equivalents, ranged from 160 ng/g to 19 mg/g, and were above
the maximum concentration recommended by the SCCS in six of the 35 tested cosmetics. The
content-related quality control of 10 cosmetics with specified vitamin A content revealed significant
deviations (between 0% and 400%) of the label claim. Vitamin E was determined as both tocopherol
and tocopheryl acetate in concentrations between 8.5 μg/g and 16 mg/g. Coenzyme Q10 was
determined as ubiquinone in 24 tested cosmetics, which labelled it, in concentrations between
4.2 μg/g and 100 μg/g. Labelling irregularities were observed in all three active compound groups,
resulting in a significant share (42%) of improperly labelled cosmetic products. The results of
this study reveal the need for stricter cosmetics regulation and highlight the importance of their
quality control, especially by evaluating the contents of the active compounds, in their efficacy and
safety assurance.

Keywords: active compounds; assay; cosmeceutics; functional cosmetics; HPLC–UV; labelling;
retinoids; tocopherol; ubiquinone; β carotene

1. Introduction

The topical application of fat-soluble vitamins A and E and coenzyme Q10 has various
beneficial effects on the skin. Therefore, these three groups are important ingredients
in the cosmetic industry [1,2]. The widespread use of vitamin E over the past several
decades is mostly associated with its antioxidant activity [3]. Vitamin E is used in cosmetics
as a cosmetically active ingredient (occlusive, humectant, emollient, and miscellaneous
agent) [4] or as a stabilizer of other, unstable components of the cosmetic product [5,6].
Because of its antioxidant activity, topically applied vitamin E is effective in the treatment
of skin conditions and diseases caused by oxidative stress, including UV-induced erythema
and edema, sunburns, and lipid peroxidation [1,2]. It is also an effective anti-ageing
agent [7,8]. Vitamin E is most commonly found in cosmetics in its active form, α-tocopherol,
or more stable esterified form, tocopheryl acetate, which requires hydrolysis to the active
form upon skin penetration [4]. Despite differing data on the extent of this conversion in
the skin, most studies disclose the higher antioxidant activity of α-tocopherol compared to
its esters [4,9–12]. Vitamin E may be found in a wide range of concentrations, from 0.0001%
to 36% in cosmetic products on the market [13].

Retinoids are effective in the topical treatment of acne, hyperpigmentation, psoriasis,
and skin-aging, and are therefore active ingredients in a variety of cosmetic products, espe-
cially as anti-ageing agents. The most common vitamin A forms found in cosmetics include

Cosmetics 2021, 8, 61. https://doi.org/10.3390/cosmetics8030061 https://www.mdpi.com/journal/cosmetics
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retinol and its esters, retinyl palmitate and acetate, as well as β carotene. Analogously to
vitamin E esters, vitamin A esters also require hydrolytic conversion to retinol, which is
further metabolized to retinal and then to the active form—retinoic acid. Therefore, retinoid
activity after topical application depends on the metabolic closeness to the active form
and decreases in the following order: retinoic acid > retinal > retinol > retinyl esters [14].
Due to the possible risk of teratogenicity, retinoic acid is banned in cosmetic products
in the EU [15]. Despite their poor activity, retinyl esters, especially retinyl palmitate, are
commonly used in cosmetics due to their stability [14,16]. Due to safety reasons, the Scien-
tific Committee on Consumer Safety, Secretariat at the European Commission, Directorate
General for Health and Food Safety recommends a maximum retinoid concentration of
0.05% retinol equivalents (RE) in body lotions and 0.3% RE in hand and face creams, as well
as other leave-on or rinse-off products for cosmetics in the EU [14]. However, cosmetics
with significantly higher retinoid contents are found on the EU market.

Coenzyme Q10 is an endogenous nonvitamin lipophilic antioxidant, which is often
analytically evaluated alongside fat-soluble vitamins, due to its lipophilic structure and
activities in the human body [17]. Coenzyme Q10 is also an important antioxidant in the
skin [1,18]. However, its skin levels decline with age and exposure to UV irradiation [19].
Topical coenzyme Q10 application is effective in the replenishment of its skin levels and
thus provides skin protection and prevents skin inflammation, UV-induced erythema, and
skin cancer [18,20,21]. Coenzyme Q10, in its ubiquinone form, is a popular ingredient in
anti-ageing cosmetics, in which it is usually found in concentrations ≤ of 0.05% [22].

The efficacy of cosmetic products is directly associated with their quality. As discussed
above, the efficacy depends on the form of the active ingredient (e.g., vitamin A or E esters),
and also on their content, which is generally low (<1%). Another important challenge is the
instability of these compounds, causing possible losses during manufacture and storage,
leading to their even lower contents or complete loss [8,23,24]. Therefore, a prerequisite
for their quality control is appropriate analytical methodology. Several analytical methods
for the determination of a single retinoid [25–30] or retinoids in different forms [31–33] in
topical formulations may be found in the literature, including two methods [34,35] for the
quality control of specific vitamin A forms commonly found in cosmetics. The simultaneous
determination of coenzyme Q10 and vitamin E (mostly in the form of tocopheryl acetate) in
pharmaceutical products has been described in the literature [17,36], but to our knowledge
has not been applied in the field of cosmetics. Within this study, we aimed to evaluate the
quality of a significant number of commercial anti-ageing leave-on cosmetic products with
vitamin A and E and coenzyme Q10 by applying appropriate analytical methodologies,
including a novel method for the quality control of coenzyme Q10 and vitamin E, as
tocopherol or tocopheryl acetate. We approached their quality control following the
principles of the quality control of pharmaceuticals—by evaluation of the accuracy of
their labelling, content determination, and comparison to the quantitative label claims in
some cosmetics.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Chemicals and Reagents

The following vitamins were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany):
all-trans-retinol (R) (≥99%), all-trans-retinyl palmitate (R-palm) (≥99%), β carotene (β-car)
(≥99%), (±)-α-tocopherol (E) (≥96%), and DL-α-tocopherol acetate (E-ac) (≥96%). Retinyl
acetate (R-ac) (≥97%) and coenzyme Q10 as ubiquinone (Q10) (≥99%) were purchased
from Carbosynth (Berkshire, UK). Butylated hydroxytoluene (BHT) and HPLC-grade
acetonitrile (ACN), tetrahydrofuran (THF), and n-hexane were obtained from Sigma-
Aldrich (Steinheim, Germany). Ultra-pure water (MQ) was obtained through a Milli-Q
water purification system A10 Advantage (Millipore Corporation, Bedford, MA, USA).
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2.2. Instrumentation and Chromatographic Conditions

An Agilent 1100/1200 series HPLC system (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA,
USA) equipped with a UV–VIS detector and ChemStation data acquisition system was
utilized. The analysis was performed on a reversed-phase Luna C18 (2) 150 mm × 4.6 mm,
3 μm particle size column (Phenomenex, Torrance, CA, USA) at 40 ◦C using MQ (mobile
phase A), ACN (mobile phase B), and ACN:THF (50:50, v/v) (mobile phase C) at a flow-rate
of 1 mL/min.

Vitamin E (tocopherol and tocopheryl acetate) and coenzyme Q10 (ubiquinone) were
analyzed using a gradient elution with the following gradient for their chromatographic
separation: (time (min); % A; % B; % C): (0; 10; 10; 80), (5.5; 10; 10; 80), (7.0; 3; 5; 92), (10.0; 3;
5; 92), (10.1; 10; 10; 80). The detection wavelength was 280 nm. The injection volume was
adjusted to the content of the examined analytes in the samples and was between 10 μL
and 20 μL.

The examined retinoids (retinol, retinyl palmitate, retinyl acetate, β carotene, hydrox-
ypinacolone retinoate, and retinyl propionate) were analyzed according to a validated
method [34] using the following gradient program: (time (min); % A; % B; % C): (0; 10; 5;
85), (4; 5; 5; 90), (8; 5; 5; 90), (8.1; 10; 5; 85). Detection was carried out at 325 nm for retinol,
retinyl acetate, retinyl palmitate, hydroxypinacolone retinoate, and retinyl propionate, and
at 450 nm for β carotene. Injection volume was adjusted to the amount of retinoids in the
tested products and was between 5 μL and 40 μL.

2.3. Preparation of Standard Solutions

Retinol, retinyl acetate, retinyl palmitate, β carotene, tocopherol, tocopheryl acetate,
and coenzyme Q10 stock standard solutions were prepared fresh daily by dissolving ap-
propriate amounts of the individual standard in a mixture of ACN and THF (50:50, v/v) in
the case of vitamin E and coenzyme Q10, and n-hexane containing 500 mg/L BHT in the
case of retinoids. Calibration standards and quality control (QC) solutions (in triplicate)
were prepared by dilution of the individual stock standard solutions with the same solvent
(Table 1). The retinoid solutions were evaporated to dryness under a stream of nitrogen
at 40 ◦C (TurboVap LV, Caliper, Hopkinton, MA, USA) and reconstituted with a mixture
of ACN and THF (50:50, v/v) with 150 mg/L BHT to obtain calibration standards and
QC solutions as presented in Table 1. Standard solutions with lower concentrations than
those presented in Table 1 were also prepared for confirmation of the limit of determi-
nation (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ). The prepared standard solutions were
immediately analyzed.

Table 1. Concentrations (mg/L) of calibration standards and QC solutions.

R R-palm R-ac β-car E E-ac Q10

Calibration
stan-

dards

0.25 0.38 0.25 0.25 8.00 8.00 2.50
1.00 1.50 1.00 1.00 40.0 40.0 12.5
10.0 15.0 10.0 10.0 80.0 80.0 25.0
25.0 37.5 25.0 25.0 320 320 100
75.0 113 75.0 75.0 480 480 150
100 150 100 100 800 800 250

QC
solutions

5.00 7.50 5.00 5.00 16.0 16.0 5.00
15.0 22.5 15.0 15.0 160 160 50.0
50.0 75.0 50.0 50.0 640 640 200

2.4. Method Validation

Both utilized HPLC–UV methods were validated following the ICH guidelines Q2(R1) [37]
in terms of specificity, linearity, precision, accuracy, LOD, LOQ, sample stability, sample
preparation repeatability, and recovery. Specificity was assessed in both standard solutions
(individual standards, their mixtures, all used solvents, some common ingredients in
cosmetics-purified water, white petroleum jelly, liquid paraffin, cetyl and stearyl alcohol,
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macrogol cetostearyl ether, and benzyl alcohol) and in chromatograms of the tested cosmetic
products, which were evaluated for interferences.

Linearity was assessed by a linear regression model of the individual analyte calibration
standards, which were prepared and analyzed during three consecutive days (Table 1). The
acceptance criterion was coefficient of determination (R2) > 0.999. The injection volumes
during validation were 10 μL for retinol, retinyl acetate, and retinyl palmitate, and 20 μL
for β carotene, tocopherol, tocopheryl acetate, and coenzyme Q10.

Accuracy and precision were evaluated intra- and inter-day on three QC levels, dur-
ing three consecutive days (Table 1). Accuracy was determined as a ratio between the
concentration calculated from the regression line and the actual concentration and was set
to 100 ± 10%. Precision was determined as a relative standard deviation (RSD) of the three
QC solutions on each concentration level and was set at ≤5%. Injection repeatability was
determined by six consecutive injections of the medium QC solution and was set to ≤2%.

The LOD and LOQ were determined by a signal-to-noise ratio of 3:1 and 10:1, re-
spectively, and were evaluated in chromatograms of standard solutions with known low
concentrations and blank samples. Both values were confirmed by the analysis of standard
solutions with comparable concentrations. LOD and LOQ values are provided as ng of the
analyte per one gram of cosmetic product and were calculated for the most concentrated
samples according to the sample preparation procedures (see Section 2.6. Analysis of the
commercial cosmetic products).

The stability of the evaluated analytes was assessed in QC solutions on all three levels,
which were stored at 8 ◦C for up to 24 h. Sample stability was calculated as a share of the
initial response and was expected to be within 100 ± 5%.

Sample preparation repeatability was assessed by preparation of all tested products
in triplicate and calculating the RSD between them, which was set at ≤5%.

Method recovery was assessed by the addition of the evaluated analyte to a cos-
metic product with its significant amounts and separate analysis of the cosmetic product
without addition and of the standard solution containing the added analyte amount in
the extraction solvent. All samples were prepared in triplicate. Average recoveries were
calculated by the following equation: recovery (%) = 100 × (concentration found in spiked
sample−concentration found in the non-spiked sample)/added concentration. They were
set at 100 ± 10%.

2.5. Selection and Overview of the Analyzed Commercial Cosmetic Products

Within this study, we evaluated anti-ageing leave-on facial cosmetic products, contain-
ing vitamin A, E, and/or coenzyme Q10. The cosmetic products were purchased between
2015 and 2021. All products were obtained locally on the Slovenian market, including
grocery stores, drug stores, pharmacies, and on the Internet. To provide representative
samples, products in various formulations (day and night creams, serums, eye creams,
anti-ageing concentrates, and face tonics) and labelled with different forms of vitamin A
and E were correspondingly included. One of the selection criteria was also the quantitative
declaration of the content of the evaluated active ingredients on the cosmetic products.
The obtained cosmetic products were categorized into five price ranges, considering their
retail price in Slovenia, calculated to a uniform volume of 50 mL. An overview of the tested
products, indicating the labelled forms of vitamins A and E and coenzyme Q10, as well as
their forms and the price ranges, are provided in Table 2. Five cosmetic products (5, 6, 23,
40, and 54 in Table 2) have been previously analyzed [34].
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Table 2. Overview of the tested cosmetic products—their form, price range, and labelled vitamin A,
vitamin E, and coenzyme Q10.

No. Form Vitamin A Vitamin E Coenzyme Q10 Price (€/50 mL)

1 C 0.0055%
R-palm ≤5

2 DC β-car E ubiquinone ≤5
3 NC β-car E ubiquinone ≤5
4 DC R-palm E ubiquinone ≤5
5 C R-palm E ubiquinone ≤5
6 C R-palm E ubiquinone ≤5
7 C R-palm ≤5
8 C R-palm E ≤5
9 NC R E-ac ≤5

10 DC R, R-palm ≤5
11 DC E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
12 DC E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
13 S E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
14 NC E, E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
15 DC E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
16 S E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
17 NC β-car E ubiquinone ≤5
18 C R-palm E, E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
19 C R-palm E, E-ac ≤5
20 DC E, E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
21 C E, E-ac ubiquinone ≤5
22 T R-palm ≤5
23 S 1% R 5–15
24 S 0.2% R 5–15
25 DC R-palm E-ac 5–15

26 C R-palm,
β-car E, E-ac 5–15

27 EC ubiquinone 5–15
28 AC E-ac ubiquinone 5–15
29 DC R-palm E, E-ac ubiquinone 5–15
30 S R, R-palm E, E-ac 5–15
31 S E-ac ubiquinone 5–15
32 C R-palm E ubiquinone 5–15
33 DC ubiquinone 5–15
34 NC E-ac ubiquinone 5–15
35 C ubiquinone 5–15
36 C ubiquinone 5–15
37 C E-ac 5–15
38 S R-palm E,E-ac ubiquinone 5–15
39 S 0.5%R 15–30
40 C 2%HRP, R 15–30
41 C E, E-ac 15–30
42 AC R-palm E, E-ac 15–30
43 DC β-car E, E-ac ubiquinone 15–30
44 NC ubiquinone 15–30
45 C E, E-ac ubiquinone 15–30
46 C E 15–30
47 C E 15–30
48 S R-palm E, E-ac 15–30
49 DC E 15–30
50 C β-car E, E-ac 15–30
51 C β-car E, E-ac 15–30
52 C E, E-ac 15–30

53 C 0.5% R,
R-prop E, E-ac 30–60

54 C 0.2% R 30–60
55 AC ubiquinone 30–60
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Table 2. Cont.

56 C R-palm E-ac 30–60
57 C E 30–60
58 S E 30–60
59 EC E 30–60
60 NC E 30–60
61 S E 30–60
62 AC R, R-palm E 30–60
63 S E 30–60
64 S E 30–60
65 DC E-ac 30–60

66 S 0.03% R,
R-palm 60–125

67 C 1% R 60–125
68 S 2.5% R 60–125
69 C E-ac 60–125
70 C R, R-palm E 60–125
71 EC ubiquinone 60–125
72 C ubiquinone 60–125
73 C E, E-ac 60–125

AC—anti-ageing concentrate; C—cream; DC—day cream; E—tocopherol; E-ac—tocopheryl acetate; EC—eye
cream; HRP—hydroxypinacolone retinoate; NC—night cream; R—retinol; R-palm—retinyl palmitate; R-prop—
retinyl propionate; S—serum; T—face tonic; β-car—β carotene.

2.6. Analysis of the Commercial Cosmetic Products

All tested cosmetic products were analyzed within their shelf-life, immediately after
opening, in triplicate. Due to a time-lapse between the establishment of both analytical
methods and the time of analysis, vitamin A, E, and coenzyme Q10 were not evaluated
in 2 of the 37 cosmetics, 5 of the 53 cosmetics, and 4 of the 31 cosmetics, respectively,
which labelled their presence. To accurately evaluate the content of vitamins A and E and
coenzyme Q10, preliminary testing was initially performed, based on which the sample
preparation procedure was adjusted to the individual cosmetic product.

2.6.1. Sample Preparation for the Analysis of Vitamin E and Coenzyme Q10

Samples for the analysis of tocopherol, tocopheryl acetate, and coenzyme Q10 were
prepared by weighing a certain amount (between 200 and 1000 mg of the cosmetic product)
into a plastic tube. A predefined amount (2, 5, or 10 mL) of a mixture of ACN and THF
(75:25, v/v %) was added to the cosmetic product, followed by vortex mixing (3 min),
sonication (15 min), additional vortex mixing (2 min), and centrifuging (4130× g, 25 ◦C,
10 min). The samples were filtered through a 0.45 μm Minisart® RC filter (Sartorious,
Göttingen, Germany) before analysis.

2.6.2. Sample Preparation for the Analysis of Vitamin A

Samples for evaluation of vitamin A content were prepared according to a validated
procedure for their analysis and quantification [34]. Samples from the tested semi-solid
cosmetic products were prepared by initial weighing of the cosmetic product (75–1000 mg)
into a plastic tube. Acetonitrile (2 mL) was added to the samples, followed by their
sonication (5 min). Then, n-hexane (8 mL) with 500 mg/L BHT was added to the samples,
which were further vortexed (5 min) and centrifuged (4130× g, 25 ◦C, 10 min). Part of
the supernatant (0.5 mL–2.0 mL) was evaporated to dryness under a stream of nitrogen
at 40 ◦C (TurboVap LV, Caliper, Tokyo, Japan). Dry residues were reconstituted with a
mixture of ACN and THF (50:50, v/v %) with 150 mg/L BHT (0.5 mL–2.0 mL), sonicated
(10 min), and vortexed (1 min). If needed, the samples were centrifuged (16 200× g, 25 ◦C,
5 min) before analysis.

Samples of the tested liquid cosmetic products were prepared by their dilution by
5- to 500-fold with a mixture of ACN and THF (50:50, v/v %) with 150 mg/L BHT. The
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samples were homogenized by sonication (10 min) and vortex mixing (5 min). If needed,
the samples were centrifuged (16,200× g, 25 ◦C, 5 min) before analysis.

2.6.3. Quantification of Vitamins A and E and Coenzyme Q10

The contents of vitamins A and E and coenzyme Q10 in the tested cosmetic products
were calculated from their linear regression lines. Due to the lack of hydroxypinacolone
retinoate and retinyl propionate standards, their content was assessed based on retinyl
acetate, which is structurally their most similar retinoid based on previous confirmation of
their structural identity by LC-MS.

The analytically determined contents are presented as an average (AV) ± standard error
of the mean (SEM), n = 3. Vitamin E contents are provided as a mass percentage (% m/m).
The contents of vitamin A and coenzyme Q10 are provided as a mass percentile (‰ m/m),
due to their lower contents. The tested cosmetic products were numbered consecutively
within the specific categories (e.g., cosmetic products with vitamin E). The numbers in
Table 2 and Figures 3–7 are not correlated between different figures and Table 2, and do not
represent identification numbers for the individual products.

3. Results

3.1. Validation of the HPLC–UV Methods

The utilized HPLC–UV methods were validated following the ICH guidelines Q2(R1)
in terms of specificity, linearity, precision, accuracy, LOD, LOQ, sample stability, sample
preparation repeatability, and recovery. The specificity of the method was confirmed
for all evaluated analytes as no interferences derived from the used solvents and the
evaluated reagents, other evaluated analytes, or the cosmetic products were detected
at their retention times and detection wavelength. A representative chromatogram of a
standard mixture of retinol, retinyl acetate, and retinyl palmitate at 325 nm, β carotene
standard solution at 450 nm, and standard mixture of tocopherol, tocopheryl acetate, and
coenzyme Q10 at 280 nm, as well as some of the analyzed cosmetic products are provided in
the Supplementary Materials (Figures S1–S7). Linearity was confirmed over the evaluated
concentration ranges (Table 3). The methods’ LOD and LOQ were determined based on the
signal-to-noise ratio. The methods were found sufficiently sensitive for the determination of
the evaluated analytes in cosmetic products (Table 3). The sensitivity may be additionally
increased by adjustments in the sample preparation procedure (mass of the cosmetic
product, solvent volume, volume of the supernatant, and reconstitution solvent). The
remaining validation parameters, including intra- and inter-day accuracy and precision,
injection repeatability, and stability were within the acceptance criteria (Table 3).

Table 3. Validation data.

R R-palm R-ac β-car E E-ac Q10

Range (mg/L) 0.25–100 0.38–150 0.25–100 0.25–100 8.00–800 8.00–800 2.50–250
R2 0.9996 1.0000 0.9998 0.9998 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999

LOD (ng/g) 1.88 2.12 1.52 55.0 97.6 85.8 12.3
LOQ (ng/g) 6.20 7.00 5.02 182 322 283 40.7

Intra-day accuracy
(%)

101.5 ± 1.1 101.4 ± 0.7 101.4 ± 0.9 100.2 ± 1.7 100.6 ± 2.5 101.2 ± 2.0 100.3 ± 3.3

Inter-day accuracy
(%)

99.8 ± 3.7 100.5 ± 4.3 102.2 ± 2.8 98.2 ± 3.2 96.9 ± 3.0 97.2 ± 2.4 107.0 ± 0.1

Intra-day precision
(%)

0.88 ± 0.64 0.92 ± 0.70 0.90 ± 0.65 1.67 ± 0.72 1.48 ± 0.68 1.46 ± 0.75 1.31 ± 0.78

Inter-day precision
(%)

1.46 ± 1.02 1.66 ± 0.56 3.40 ± 1.54 1.97 ± 1.08 1.39 ± 0.59 1.62 ± 0.82 1.24 ± 0.85

Injection
repeatability (%)

0.20 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.15 0.35

Stability (%) 100.8 ± 0.4 100.5 ± 0.7 100.9 ± 0.4 101.0 ± 0.5 96.3 ± 2.5 101.8 ± 0.3 103.0 ± 0.8

The results for accuracy, precision, and stability are presented as an average of the three QC in triplicate ± standard deviation.
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The sample preparation procedure was found repeatable, as the RSD between
the triplicates of the same cosmetic product was <5% for all tested cosmetic products
(Figures 3, 5 and 6). The average recoveries for all evaluated analytes, except for retinyl
acetate, which was not found in any cosmetic product, were also within the acceptance
criterion 100 ± 10%.

3.2. Overview of the Tested Cosmetics

Within this study, we evaluated a total of 73 anti-ageing facial cosmetic products,
with vitamin A, E, and/or coenzyme Q10. Cosmetics in various formulations (day and
night creams, serums, eye creams, anti-ageing concentrates, and a face tonic) and price
ranges (Table 2) were included in this study. Among the three evaluated active compounds,
vitamin E was the most common ingredient, labelled in ≈73% of the tested products,
followed by vitamin A (≈51%) and coenzyme Q10 (≈42%). Approximately half of the
tested products included only one of the tested active compounds in the ingredients
list, ≈35% included two (vitamin A and E or vitamin E and coenzyme Q10), and ≈15%
included all three evaluated active compounds (Figure 1). In total, 10 cosmetic products
with quantitatively declared content (vitamin A in all cases) were included in the study
(Figure 1). Cosmetic products with quantitatively declared vitamin E and coenzyme
Q10 contents were not found on the Slovenian market. The analyzed cosmetic products
labelled the presence of different vitamin A forms (retinol, retinyl palmitate, β carotene,
hydroxypinacolone retinoate, retinyl propionate) and vitamin E forms (tocopherol or
tocopheryl acetate) (Figure 1). Coenzyme Q10 was labelled in its oxidized form, ubiquinone,
in all tested cosmetics. Different forms of the same active compound were also labelled in
some tested cosmetic products. Both vitamin E forms were labelled in 19 cosmetic products,
and two vitamin A forms (mostly retinol and retinyl palmitate) in 7 products.

Figure 1. Distribution of the tested cosmetic products according to: (a) the labeled vitamins A and E
and coenzyme Q10; (b) the quantitative specification of their content; (c) labeled vitamin A forms;
(d) labeled vitamin E forms; n—number of the cosmetic products within each category.

3.3. Accuracy of the Labeling of Vitamins A and E and Coenzyme Q10

Within quality control of the tested cosmetics, we evaluated the accuracy of the
labelling of vitamins A and E and coenzyme Q10. More specifically, we evaluated whether
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the labelled coenzyme Q10 and specific vitamin A and/or E forms are present in the
cosmetics and whether the detected vitamin A and E forms are properly labelled. The
results for all evaluated active compounds are summarized in Figure 2. Hydroxypinacolone
retinoate was labelled and detected in one cosmetic product, as well as retinyl propionate.
The accuracy of the labelling was also evaluated more comprehensively, considering the
detected labelling errors in each of the tested cosmetic products. In total, at least one
labelling error was observed in 31 cosmetic products (Figure 2). The observed labelling
errors were uniformly distributed in cosmetic products purchased in different repositories
and were observed in ≈40% of the cosmetics from pharmacies; ≈43% of the cosmetics from
grocery stores and the Internet; and ≈44% of the cosmetics from drug stores.

Vitamin A 
Retinol Retinyl palmitate β carotene 

n = 20 n = 24 n = 6 
Vitamin E Coenzyme Q10 

Tocopherol Tocopheryl acetate Ubiquinone 

  

 
n = 35 n = 31 n = 27 

Distribution of the tested products according to the detected labelling errors 

 
n = 73 

Figure 2. Accuracy of the labelling of vitamins A and E and coenzyme Q10 in the tested cosmetics (green—labelled and
contained; pink—contained and not labelled; red—labelled and not contained) and the distribution of the tested products
according to the detected labelling errors; n—number of tested cosmetic products within each category; labelling errors
include the absence of the labelled (form of) compound and presence of a compound (in a form) which is not labelled.
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3.4. Quantitative Evaluation of Vitamins A and E and Coenzyme Q10 in the Tested Cosmetics

The quality control of the tested cosmetic products also included quantification of the
active compounds. The individual vitamin A forms (retinol, retinyl palmitate, β carotene,
hydroxypinacolone retinoate, and retinyl propionate) were quantitatively determined in
35 different cosmetics which claimed their presence (Figure 3). The determined retinol
concentrations ranged between 5.5 μg/g and 19 mg/g, with an average of 3.2 mg/g and a
median of 390 μg/g. Retinyl palmitate was determined in concentrations between 4.0 μg/g
and 9.2 mg/g, with an average of 1.0 mg/g and a median of 230 μg/g. The determined
contents of β carotene ranged from 950 ng/g to 8.0 μg/g, with an average of 3.1 μg/g
and a median of 2.1 μg/g. Hydroxypinacolone retinoate and retinyl propionate were each
detected only once, both in cosmetic products which declared their presence. In cosmetics
containing vitamin A not (only) in its retinol form, total vitamin A content, expressed with
retinol equivalents (RE), was also determined (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Determined content of retinol (R), retinyl palmitate (R-palm), β carotene (β-car), hydroxyp-
inacolone retinoate (HRP), and retinyl propionate (R-prop) in the tested cosmetics (1–35), expressed
in mg per g of the cosmetic product (average ± SEM, n = 3) in relation to the product’s price (per
50 mL). In the tested cosmetics numbered 16 and 33, the labelled vitamin A was not detected. In the
tested cosmetics marked with *, a labelling error was observed.

Figure 4. Determined total retinoid content, expressed in mg of retinol equivalents (RE) per g of
the tested cosmetics (1–35) in relation to the product’s price (per 50 mL). In the tested cosmetics
numbered 16 and 33, the labelled vitamin A was not detected. In the tested cosmetics marked with *,
a labelling error was observed.

The contents of tocopherol and tocopheryl acetate were determined in 49 cosmetics
(Figure 5). Vitamin E as tocopherol or tocopheryl acetate was labelled as an ingredient
in 48 evaluated cosmetics. One additional cosmetic product contained vitamin E which
was not labelled. None of the tested cosmetics quantitatively declared the concentration
of vitamin E. The determined tocopheryl acetate concentrations ranged between 35 μg/g
and 16 mg/g, with an average of 5.5 mg/g and a median of 4.8 mg/g. Significantly lower
tocopherol concentrations were generally determined in the tested cosmetics, ranging from
8.5 μg/g to 8.0 mg/g, with an average of 810 μg/g and a median of 120 μg/g.
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Figure 5. Determined content of tocopherol (E) and tocopheryl acetate (E-ac) in the tested cosmetics
(1–49) in mg per g of the cosmetic product (average ± SEM, n = 3) in relation to the product’s price
(per 50 mL). In the tested cosmetics numbered 4, 18, 28, 34, 43, and 44, the labelled vitamin E was not
detected. In the tested cosmetics marked with *, a labelling error was observed.

Coenzyme Q10, in its oxidized form, ubiquinone, was evaluated in 27 cosmetics
which included it in the ingredients list. The content of ubiquinone was not stated in
any of the tested cosmetics. The labelled ubiquinone was not detected in three cosmetics.
The determined ubiquinone concentrations in the remaining 24 products ranged between
4.2 μg/g and 100 μg/g (Figure 6), with an average of 35 μg/g and a median of 25 μg/g.

Figure 6. Determined content of coenzyme Q10 in the tested cosmetics (1–27) in mg per g of the
cosmetic product (average ± SEM, n = 3) in relation to the product’s price (per 50 mL). In the tested
cosmetics numbered 9, 14, and 27, the labelled coenzyme Q10 was not detected.

3.5. Content-Related Quality Control of Vitamin A in the Tested Cosmetics

Ten of the tested cosmetic products quantitatively specified the content of a particular
vitamin A form, which was most commonly retinol (eight products), as well as retinyl
palmitate and hydroxypinacolone retinoate, each in one product. The obtained results on
retinoid contents were compared to the label claims (Figure 7). Retinoid contents deviated
significantly (by >20%) from the label claims in eight of the ten tested cosmetics. Retinoid
contents ranged from 0% up to almost 400% of the label claims, with an average of 104%
and a median of 95%.

Figure 7. Determined vitamin A contents in relation to the label claim (%) in the 10 tested cos-
metic products.
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4. Discussion

Within this study, we evaluated the quality of 73 cosmetic products with vitamin A, E,
and/or coenzyme Q10. Considering their beneficial effects against signs of photo ageing
and intrinsic skin ageing [2,7], we focused on anti-ageing leave-on cosmetic products
designed for facial use. Cosmetics in various formulations and with different labelled
vitamin A and E forms (Table 2) were tested to provide representative samples for each
of the three groups of active compounds and to obtain diversity in the prices, marketing,
and accessibility of the products. The market survey confirmed that vitamin A, E, and
coenzyme Q10 are widespread in cosmetic products. Among them, vitamin E was most
commonly labelled in a variety of cosmetics products. Combinations of vitamin E and
vitamin A and/or coenzyme Q10 were also commonly found on the market, while the
combination of vitamin A and coenzyme Q10 without vitamin E was not found. This is also
evident from the range of tested cosmetic products (Table 2 and Figure 1). The evaluated
commercial cosmetics labelled the presence of different forms of vitamin A (mostly retinyl
palmitate, retinol, and β carotene) and vitamin E (tocopherol and tocopheryl acetate), while
coenzyme Q10 was only labelled in its oxidized form (ubiquinone) (Figure 1). Despite the
lower activity than retinol [14,16], the more stable vitamin A form, retinyl palmitate [24],
was the most frequently labelled vitamin A form. Newer vitamin A forms with higher
activity and reduced incidence and intensity of irritation side effects are emerging on the
market. Such examples are hydroxypinacolone retinoate [38] and retinyl propionate [39],
each labelled in one cosmetic product. Vitamin E was more frequently labelled in the active
form tocopherol, despite its lower stability [4]. However, tocopheryl acetate, individually
or in combination with tocopherol, was also commonly found (Figure 1). An important
selection criterion was also the specification of the active compounds’ contents, which
is less common in the cosmetic industry and was only found for vitamin A in 14% of
the tested products (Table 2 and Figure 1). The quantitative specification of the active
compounds’ contents is a developing practice in recent years, especially in functional
cosmetics, which promote different effects on the skin.

An appropriate, selective, and accurate methodology is a prerequisite for the quality
control of cosmetics. The analysis of different vitamin A forms within this study was per-
formed by a previously published HPLC–UV method for their quality control [34], which
was selected for the comprehensive analysis of more retinoids. The simultaneous analysis
of coenzyme Q10 and vitamin E, as tocopherol or tocopheryl acetate, was performed by a
novel method for their quality control, comprising a simple sample preparation procedure
and an HPLC–UV method for their quantification. Both methods utilized within this study
were properly validated following the ICH guidelines [37] and proven suitable for the
quality control of vitamins A and E and coenzyme Q10 in cosmetic products.

The quality control of the selected cosmetic products initially comprised the accuracy
of the labelling of the evaluated active compound groups (different forms of vitamin A
and E as well as coenzyme Q10). In general, the majority of the 35 evaluated vitamin A
cosmetics contained some vitamin A form, except for two products. More inconsistencies
were detected regarding the labelling of individual vitamin A forms. Retinol was not
properly labelled in 35% and retinyl palmitate in 21% of the tested products (Figure 2). The
labelling inconsistencies were mostly on account of their presence, which was not stated
on the packaging, although their absence and replacement of the labelled retinyl palmitate
with retinol were also noticed. No labelling inconsistencies were observed in the case of
the less frequently found forms—β carotene, hydroxypinacolone retinoate, and retinyl
propionate. These results are supported by our previous preliminary study on a smaller
sample of retinoid cosmetics [34]. More labelling inconsistencies were observed in the case
of vitamin E, which was not detected in ≈12% of the evaluated vitamin E cosmetics, and
was present in one additional cosmetic product, which did not state it. Incorrect labelling of
tocopheryl acetate was observed in 17% of the tested cosmetics, mostly due to its unlabeled
presence (Figure 2). Contrary findings were obtained in the case of tocopherol, for which
labelling inconsistencies were more frequently determined—in 42% of the tested cosmetics
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(Figure 2). The observed coenzyme Q10 labelling inconsistencies in 11% of the tested
cosmetics were a consequence of its absence. Although proper labelling of the ingredients
is essential for quality assurance, there is a lack of studies researching the labelling accuracy
of commercial cosmetics, including cosmetics with vitamin E and coenzyme Q10.

Further on, we evaluated the contents of different vitamin A and E forms, as well as
coenzyme Q10 in the examined cosmetics. The determined vitamin A contents in the 35
tested cosmetic products varied greatly by a >4300-fold difference between the lowest and
highest determined content for retinol, >2300-fold for retinyl palmitate, and >840-fold for
β carotene (Figure 3). According to the literature, a significant facial anti-ageing effect may
be achieved with topical formulations containing 0.075% [40] retinol or more (0.1% [41],
0.15% [42], 0.4% [43], 0.5% [44], and 1% [43]), whereas lower retinol concentration (0.04%)
showed less prominent improvements of fine wrinkles, and no improvements of deep
wrinkles [40]. Retinol contents near or above 0.075% were determined in half of the tested
retinol cosmetics.

A more feasible approximation and prediction of the retinoid effects may be
achieved by the determination of total vitamin A content expressed with retinol equiva-
lents (Figure 4). Twelve (34%) of the tested cosmetics contained vitamin A in concentrations
which are likely to achieve a significant anti-ageing effect (>0.075% RE). The efficacy of the
tested cosmetics with >10-fold lower vitamin A contents (23% of the cosmetics) and >100-
fold lower contents (23% of the cosmetics) is questionable. The remaining 20% of the tested
vitamin A cosmetics contained >1000-fold less vitamin A than what is considered effective
and are unlikely to achieve the desired anti-ageing effect. Most of these products belong to
the lower price range (≤ EUR 5/50 mL). However, considering their occurrence in each
price range, except between EUR 30 and 60/50 mL, and the absence of a correlation between
vitamin A content and the cosmetic products’ price (Figure 4), we conclude that the price is
not a determining factor for higher vitamin A content nor efficacy of the cosmetics. Another
important aspect of vitamin A cosmetics is their safety, associated with their local adverse
effects (potential retinoid-associated irritation and photo toxicity [14,45]) and systemic
adverse effects (potential headaches, abdominal pain, nausea, liver or kidney damage,
hypercalcemia, bone abnormalities, and teratogenicity [14,46]). Therefore, the Scientific
Committee on Consumer Safety (SCCS), at the European Commission, recommends the
use of vitamin A at maximum use concentrations of 0.3% RE in hand and face creams
and other leave-on products [14]. The significantly higher total vitamin A content than
the maximum recommended concentration by the SCCS in six of the 35 tested cosmetic
products (Figure 4) is a cause of concern and reveals the need for (stricter) content-related
quality control.

The determined vitamin E (tocopherol and tocopheryl acetate) contents showed
lower variability than vitamin A contents by up to 500-fold for tocopheryl acetate and
up to 1000-fold for tocopherol. The determined contents of tocopheryl acetate mostly
gravitated towards 1% and were generally higher than the determined tocopherol contents,
which were <0.1% in 90% of the tested products (Figure 5). The determined tocopherol
and tocopheryl acetate contents were mostly within the expected range for facial leave-
on cosmetics (0.03–2% for tocopherol and 0.003–6% for tocopheryl acetate), based on
industry data on cosmetic products formulations [13] and research data (0.107–0.670%
tocopheryl acetate in four commercial cosmetics on the Kuwait market [47]). Despite
the differing information on tocopheryl acetate conversion to tocopherol (from 0% to
50%) found in the literature [10,48,49], the determined tocopherol and tocopheryl acetate
contents were generally lower than the minimal effective tocopherol concentration of 1.0%,
as recommended by Nada et al. [48]. A trend of increasing vitamin E content among the
higher-priced products was not observed (Figure 5). Instead, vitamin E contents were more
uniformly distributed between the different price ranges.

The tested commercial cosmetics showed the lowest variability, with only a 23-fold
difference between the lowest and highest determined coenzyme Q10 content (Figure 6). The
determined coenzyme Q10 contents are consistent with the survey data from the Voluntary
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Cosmetic Registration Program (VCRP) for 2020 on a greater range of coenzyme Q10 leave-
on cosmetics (387 products), with concentrations ranging between 0.00075% and 0.05% [22].
Coenzyme Q10 in concentrations ≥0.01% has shown beneficial anti-ageing effects on the
skin [50], and were determined in <20% of the tested cosmetics. Additional research
on the lowest effective coenzyme Q10 concentration in leave-on cosmetics is required to
evaluate the efficacy of the remaining 80% of the tested coenzyme Q10 cosmetics. In three
examined products, the labelled coenzyme Q10 was not detected. As previously observed
for vitamins A and E, the expected correlation between the product prices and coenzyme
Q10 content was not observed (Figure 6).

An important aspect within quality control is content-related quality control in relation
to label claims, which is a generally accepted principle in the pharmaceutical industry,
but has not yet been adopted in the cosmetics industry. One of the reasons, besides the
looser regulation, is the fact that the active ingredients’ contents in cosmetic products are
rarely specified. This is also evident from Figure 1 as, despite being among the selection
criteria, only 10 of the 73 tested cosmetics specified the content. The obtained results on
the content in relation to the label claims (Figure 7) revealed significant deviations in both
directions—from an absence or significantly lower content than declared up to 4-fold higher
contents. Possible explanations for such deviations of the labelled vitamin A contents and
the commonly determined active compounds contents below 0.01% include inappropriate
formulation or their inappropriate stabilization and degradation during the manufacturing
or storage [24]. Regardless, such results are concerning and support our recommendation
for their stricter control and regulation, especially as the most significant deviations were
observed in the higher-priced cosmetics (Figure 7).

5. Conclusions

Our work focused on the quality control of a significant number of cosmetic products
with vitamins A and E and coenzyme Q10, which are common ingredients in anti-ageing
cosmetics. On the example of these three groups of active compounds, we demonstrated an
approach for the quality control of cosmetics, including evaluation of the labelling accuracy
of different forms of active compounds, their content determination, and the content-related
quality control in relation to the label claims. Based on the revealed labelling inconsistencies
for all three groups of active compounds in 42% of the tested cosmetics, vitamin A contents
above the maximum recommended concentration by the SCCS, and significant deviations
in the contained and labelled vitamin A amounts, we recommend their stricter regulation
and quality control. The development of suitable assay methods and progress in the field
of functional cosmetics, which specify the content of active compounds, are essential steps
towards their proper quality control following the principles of the pharmaceutic industry
and the provision of quality, safe, and efficient cosmetics.
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Abstract: Ultraviolet radiation exposure is the dominant environmental determinant of all major
forms of skin cancer, and the main cause of prematurely aged skin that is referred to as photoag-
ing. Collagen type I (COL I) is expressed differently along with the dermis between healthy and
pathological skin tissues. The aim of this study was to understand the impact of solar radiation in
the dermis and assess the impact of solar radiation to COL I. The hematoxylin and eosin staining
protocol was performed in tissue paraffin blocks and then they were stained immunohistochemically
with the rabbit monoclonal anti-COL I antibody. A total of 270 slides were studied with an Olympus
BX 41 microscope; we scored positively the expression of COL I in dermis and statistically analyzed
with IBM SPSS Statistics. Based on our results, we observed that solar elastosis changes the structure
of the skin’s collagen. In healthy tissues, COL I had a uniform expression along with the dermis.
In tissues with aging, COL I expression was weaker and lost homogeneity. In pathological tissues
(non-melanoma skin cancers, NMSCs), precancerous lesions, and benign skin lesions), the expression
of COL I was observed to be almost weaker than tissues with aging in all body parts and much
weaker below the lesions. The most severe solar elastosis was observed in the extremities. The de-
gree of severity of the solar elastosis in relation to age did not appear to be completely affected.
Solar radiation divides the collagen more rapidly than normal biological aging and solar elastosis
was observed into the skin tissues with photoaging, which replaces the collagen fibers of the skin.
These results confirm previous studies, which have shown that skin COL I decreases during aging,
more in photoaging and even more in skin cancers. We conclude that skin COL I expression is
reduced as a result of ultraviolet radiation and leading to negative impacts on the skin.

Keywords: solar elastosis; collagen type I; solar radiation; non-melanoma skin cancers; photoaging

1. Introduction

It is now known that exposure to solar radiation can cause negative effects on the
skin and human health. Sun damage is accumulative, so even a short exposure to the sun
is added to the skin throughout a person’s life. The skin is a vital organ that permits the
body’s communication with the environment. Radiation alters normal skin [1]. Ultravio-
let radiation exposure is the dominant environmental determinant of all major forms of
skin cancer, and the main cause of prematurely aged skin that is referred to as photoaging.
Photoaging is also called actinic aging and can be caused by the breakdown of collagen,
the formation of free radicals, and the interaction of DNA repair mechanisms and their
inhibitory effect on immune mechanisms [2].

Solar elastosis is a degenerative condition of elastic tissue in the dermis due to pro-
longed sun exposure. There are a variety of clinical manifestations of solar elastosis;
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most commonly appearing as yellow, thickened, and coarsely wrinkled skin [3]. Solar elas-
tosis and the degeneration of collagen can be observed histologically using hematoxylin
and eosin staining (H&E) [4]. These changes are due to an imbalance between the pro-
duction and degradation of the main proteins produced by fibroblasts [2]. Among these
proteins, the most important is type I collagen (COL I, fibrillar). Total skin collagen is made
of 80 to 85% of COL I [5].

Skin aging (biological aging and photoaging) is caused by both endogenous and
exogenous factors [6]. Endogenous aging is a process that leads to thin, dry skin with fine
wrinkles and gradual skin atrophy. [7] Exogenous aging is caused by environmental factors
such as air pollution, smoking, poor nutrition and sun exposure, resulting in rough wrin-
kles, loss of elasticity, relaxation, and a rough look [8]. Ultraviolet (UV) radiation causes
oxidative stress in skin cells, resulting in damaged cells with oxidized lipids activating
complement systems and causing inflammation, leading to infiltration and activation of
macrophages. Activated macrophages release uterine metalloproteinases (MMPs) which
break down the extracellular matrix [9]. Repeated ultraviolet radiation inactivates the com-
plement system, causing damage to the epidermis–dermis junction, in which macrophages
are deposited and are overloaded with oxidized lipids. Overloaded macrophages re-
lease pro-inflammatory cytokines and reactive oxygen species (ROS), which cause chronic
inflammation and long-term damage to the dermis [10].

Skin cancers represent the most common type of cancer worldwide. Non-melanoma
skin cancer (NMSC) refers to a group of cancers that slowly develop in the upper layers
of the skin [11]. The term non-melanoma distinguishes these more common types of skin
cancer (99% are basal cell carcinomas, BCCs) and squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs) from
less common skin cancers such as melanoma [12].

This study is based on the different expressions of COL I in the dermis between
healthy and pathological tissues (e.g., aging, solar elastosis, NMSC, etc.). The aim was to
assess the impact of solar radiation on COL I.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Tissue Samples

Biopsies of severe sun damaged skin (n = 135) recovered from the First Department
of Pathology of Medicine School of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens
in Greece. Tissue samples (n = 88, NMSC, and n = 47, healthy skins that were used as
controls) were fixed in buffered formalin, embedded into paraffin blocks, and then stained
with hematoxylin and eosin.

2.2. Antibodies

The rabbit monoclonal anti-COL I antibody [EPR7785] IHC-P 1/1500 was used. It was
performed using heat-mediated antigen retrieval with Thermo Scientific Pierce Tris-EDTA
(TE) buffer, pH 9, before commencing with IHC staining for protocollagen.

2.3. Immunohistochemistry Microscopy Analysis

The microscope slides were evaluated by using an Olympus BX 41 microscope in
magnification ×40 and ×100. The immunohistochemical report was performed by es-
timating with visual evaluation the percentage of COL I expression on a scale of 1 to
5, positively (weak +, weak to moderate ++, moderate +++, moderate to severe ++++,
and severe +++++) [5].

2.4. Statistical and Data Analysis

All the data collected were entered into an electronic database created by Excel soft-
ware. Data analysis was performed using IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 26.0.
Frequencies were calculated for qualitative variables. Categorical variables were gender,
age categories, body part, and type of lesion. They were studied using chi-square (×2) and
descriptive analysis, in relation to: (a) type of lesion, body part; (b) expression of COL I;
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and (c) the degree of severity of solar elastosis. One sample t-test was applied to determine
the different expression of COL I in sun-damaged skins. The Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
was applied to check normality. This relationship was accessed by the Kruskal Wallis
test, providing the mean and standard deviation. Values of p < 0.05 were indicative of
statistical significance.

3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of Tissue Samples

Healthy tissue samples (n = 47) were from, the abdomen (n = 4), face (n = 22),
and breast (n = 21). In terms of the pathological specimens (n = 88), 40 were from the face,
14 from the back, 12 from the abdomen, and 22 from extremities. A total of 44 of them had
aging and 3 were youth skin. Of the 88 pathological tissues (42 male, 46 female), 86 had
solar elastosis and 66 of them had more lesions, concurrently. A total of 23 of the 66 had
been diagnosed as benign lesions (seborrheic keratosis and nevus), 3 as precancerous skin
lesions (dysplastic nevus and actinic keratosis), and 38 as NMSC (basal cell carcinomas
and squamous cell carcinomas). The specimens were divided into 3 age groups (1st group
= 66–85 years old, 2nd = 46–65 years old, 3rd = 25–45 years old). The largest specimen in
our study with NMSC (n = 74) concerned the age group of 66–85. The study focused on
COL I’s expression in three indexes. The first index was between the epidermis and solar
elastosis (index A), the second was along the dermis (index B), and the last was below the
cutaneous lesion (index C).

3.2. Healthy Tissue Samples

The results from the IHC microscopy analysis showed that the healthy skin samples
had a uniform expression of COL I in the dermis. The expression of COL I in the healthy
tissue samples with biological aging was uniform along the dermis and weaker than
the expression of young skin. Moderate to intense (=4) expression was observed in the
age group of 25–45, and moderate expression (=3) in the age group of 46–65, with a
percentage of 65.96%. However, in chronological aging (in the age group of 66–85 years
old), COL I’s I expression was moderate (=3) and a small percentage (2.65%) showed a
weak (=1) expression (ages over 75 years old).

COL I staining confirmed that the collagen fibers were thin and loose in the papillary
dermis and thicker in the reticular dermis. The healthy samples with youthful skin and
chronological ageing appeared with collagen fibers that were thin and loose in the papillary
dermis and were thicker in the reticular dermis. The distance of collagen fibers was bigger
from each other in samples with ageing, compared with youthful skin samples. In the aging
tissues, the keratin layer showed hyperplasia, skin atrophy, and reduction of the number
of skin components except for sebaceous glands that were overgrown. Weaker expression
of COL I was generally observed in relation to the skin at a younger age.

3.3. Photoaging

The specimens with photoaging were assessed according to the severity of the solar
elastosis per body part. Then, it was compared with the degree of COL I expression.
The results of the average expression of COL I per age group and body part are delineated
in Table 1.

In tissue samples with photoaging, the formation of a solar elastosis islet of elastin
was observed beneath the skin, which replaced collagen. The average COL I expression
between the epidermis and solar elastosis (index A) was weak to moderate and weak along
with the dermis. Below the epidermis, it was observed that COL I was not expressed at
all. The severest solar elastosis was observed in the extremities, then in the back, and less
in the abdomen and face. Solar elastosis represented as a film-like distribution, except for
four specimens with a very weak expression of COL I that was interrupted.

The degree of solar elastosis had a negative correlation with COL I index A, of the
order of 42.3% (when the degree of elastosis increases by one unit, the effect of collagen
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decreases by 0.42 of the unit and vice versa; when the degree of elastosis decreases by one
unit the effect of collagen increases by 0.42 of the unit).

Table 1. Average of the degree severity of solar elastosis per body part and average expression of
COL I along the dermis (per body part, Index A, Index B).

Body Parts Avg. Solar Elastosis Avg. COL I (Index A) Avg. COL I (Index B)

Hands 3.57 2.14 1.00

Legs 3.33 1.83 1.18

Abdomen 2.75 2.67 1.33

Thighs 1.50 2.00 1.00

Face 2.90 2.21 1.14

Back 3.50 2.29 1.08

Average 3.06 2.21 1.15

Moreover, a negative correlation was observed with COL I index B, of the order of
16% (which means that when, for example, the degree of elastosis increases by one unit,
the effect of collagen decreases by 0.16 of the unit and vice versa; when the degree of
elastosis is reduced by one unit the effect of collagen increases by 0.16 of the unit).

Of the statistical analysis comparison of COL I’s expression in biological aging and
photoaging, per age groups in the face to criterion B, the following was observed: In group
46–65 with biological aging, the expression of COL I was on average moderate; in specimens
with photoaging, COL I’s expression was weaker than biological aging. It was observed
that in ages over 75 years old, solar elastosis was milder than at the age of 65 years old
(Figure 1).

Figure 1. (a) Histochemical staining of hematoxylin–eosin and anti-COL I in youthful tissue. (b) H&E
and anti-COL I staining: biological aging. (c) H&E and anti-COL I staining: photoaging.

3.4. Non-Melanoma Skin Cancers

The results in benign lesions were with an average of COL I expression almost weak
to moderate (index A = 1.82, index C = 1.85) in all areas of the body. The average expression
of COL I along with the dermis (index B) was weak. Our sample number regarding the
precancerous lesions were limited, thus, the results are under consideration. However,
it was observed that the average of COL I was moderately expressed in index A and weakly
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in indexes B and C. The average expression of COL I in the NMSCs was weakly expressed
along with the dermis (index B) and weaker below the lesions (index C), while it was weak
to moderate between the epidermis and solar elastosis (index A) (Figure 2).

Figure 2. (a) Histochemical staining of hematoxylin–eosin in pathological tissue from the hand
of a 77 year old woman. She had been diagnosed with solar elastosis and basal cell carcinoma
(BCC). (b) Immunohistochemistry: anti-Col I antibody. Absence of COL I in the positions of solar
elastosis. Moderate expression of COL I observed between the epidermis and solar elastosis (film-like
distribution) which was weak in the rest of the dermis. Absence of expression observed below
the lesion.

The average expression of COL I was weak in almost all body parts, and the abdomen
had the maximum expression of COL I compared with skin tissues from other body areas
(average 2.67 for index A, 1.33 for index B).

4. Discussion

To understand the impact of solar radiation in the dermis and assess the impact of solar
radiation on COL I, we studied biopsies from healthy and pathological tissues and assessed
the expression of COL I in these samples. In healthy tissues, COL I staining confirmed
that the collagen fibers were thin and loose in the papillary dermis and thicker with
homogeneity. However, with aging they became weaker and lost their homogeneity [7].

UVA radiation is absorbed in a percentage of 20% by the dermis and 80% by the epi-
dermis. Thus, solar elastosis appears superficially and can change the structure of collagen
and elastin fibers in the skin [8]. The effect of sunlight on the dermis causes an increase
in elastin in quantity and MMPs are produced in large quantities [13]. Under normal
conditions, these enzymes repair the “wound” from the sun-damaged crust, making and
reconstituting collagen. This process is not always 100% successful and some MMPs breaks
down collagen, producing decomposed collagen fibers, resulting in “solar scars” [7,14].
As well as direct UVA irradiation in the dermis, UVB-irradiated keratinocytes can affect
collagen formation (degradation) in dermal fibroblasts through secretory factors such as
inflammatory cytokines including interleukin-1 (IL-1) and tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α)
in the skin. TNF-α stimulates the chemotaxis of inflammatory cells to the skin and down-
regulates procollagen mRNA, and thus a blockade may be beneficial to the production of
type I collagen [13].

In our specimens, it was observed that the solar elastosis was more severe in the
extremities, back, and less in the face. The severity of the solar elastosis in relation to
age did not appear to be completely affected. It was observed that in people over the
age of 75, solar elastosis was milder than in the age of 65, and we would expect the
reduction to be more severe in older skin. This could be a random finding observed in
our samples owing to various factors, for example, lifestyle, location, duration of sun
exposure, etc. [5]. Nevertheless, the possible cause could be the relation with the ozone
layer, as the stratospheric ozone is an effective UV absorber. As the ozone layer becomes
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thinner, the protective filter provided by the atmosphere gradually decreases. As a result,
every year humans and the environment are exposed to higher levels of UV radiation with
more severe adverse effects at younger ages than in the past [5]. In pathological tissues
of our study (NMSCs, precancerous lesions) and in benign skin lesions, the expression of
COL I was almost weaker than skin tissues with aging in all body parts and much weaker
below the lesion.

Fligiel, S.E., et.al. found collagen changes in photodamaged skin and changes in
collagen structure in aged and photodamaged skin. They suggested that collagen fragmen-
tation in vivo could underlie the loss of collagen synthesis in photodamaged skin and, to a
lesser extent perhaps, in aged skin [15]. Solar radiation divides the collagen more rapidly
than normal biological aging [15]. Solar elastosis was observed in the skin samples with
photoaging, which replaced the collagen fibers of the skin [5,6]. Our results confirmed
previous reports, which showed that in photodamaged skin COL I decreases and solar
elastosis changes the structure of the skin’s collagen. In healthy tissues, COL I had a
uniform expression in the dermis. In tissues with aging, COL I expression was weaker and
lost homogeneity.

To our knowledge, this is the most multitudinous study in current literature to assess
the impact of solar ultraviolet radiation in the expression of COL I in the dermis and
compare its expression between healthy youth skin, aging, photoaging, benign skin lesions,
and NMSCs. In conclusion, skin COL I expression is reduced as a result of ultraviolet
radiation, which leads to negative impacts on the skin. COL I decreases during aging,
more in photoaging, and even more in skin cancers.
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Abstract: Cosmetic products need to have a proven efficacy combined with a comprehensive toxi-
cological assessment. Before the current Cosmetic regulation N◦1223/2009, the 7th Amendment to
the European Cosmetics Directive has banned animal testing for cosmetic products and for cosmetic
ingredients in 2004 and 2009, respectively. An increasing number of alternatives to animal testing
has been developed and validated for safety and efficacy testing of cosmetic products and cosmetic
ingredients. For example, 2D cell culture models derived from human skin can be used to evaluate
anti-inflammatory properties, or to predict skin sensitization potential; 3D human skin equivalent
models are used to evaluate skin irritation potential; and excised human skin is used as the gold
standard for the evaluation of dermal absorption. The aim of this manuscript is to give an overview
of the main in vitro and ex vivo alternative models used in the safety testing of cosmetic products
with a focus on regulatory requirements, genotoxicity potential, skin sensitization potential, skin
and eye irritation, endocrine properties, and dermal absorption. Advantages and limitations of
each model in safety testing of cosmetic products are discussed and novel technologies capable of
addressing these limitations are presented.

Keywords: cosmetic product safety; non-animal-testing methodologies; dermal absorption; skin
irritation; skin sensitization; genotoxicity; endocrine disruptors

1. Introduction

Cosmetic products need to have a proven efficacy combined with a comprehensive
toxicological assessment. The 7th Amendment to the European Cosmetics Directive has
banned animal testing for cosmetic products and for cosmetic ingredients in 2004 and
2009, respectively. Then, the European Cosmetic Regulation N◦1223/2009 and the specific
Regulation N◦655/2013 specify the required data to proof the safety and support the claims.
Largely driven by regulatory authorities, a wide range of alternatives to animal testing
have been developed and validated for safety testing of cosmetic products and adopted as
test guidelines (Figure 1). This review discusses the main in vitro alternative models used
in safety testing of cosmetic products and cosmetic ingredients with a focus on regulatory
requirements, genotoxicity potential, skin sensitization potential, skin and eye irritation,
endocrine properties, and dermal absorption. Advantages and limitations of each model
in safety testing of cosmetic products are discussed and novel technologies capable of
addressing these limitations are presented.
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Figure 1. Overview of different alternatives to animal testing for safety assessment of cosmetic products and cosmetic
ingredients. Assays in grey are not discussed in this review.

2. Regulatory Requirements for Cosmetics Safety Assessments

Overall Context

In Europe, the Cosmetic Regulation N◦1223/2009 sets the framework for the safety
of any cosmetic product [1]. Although, many other geographical areas do not specify the
detailed documentation to establish their own frameworks, their regulations share the
common goal of ensuring safety of the final consumers.

Some ingredients must be included in so-called “positive” lists, for the ones having
specific functions (Annex VI for colorants, Annex V for preservatives, Annex V for UV
filters). An ingredient with such a function should then comply to the requirements of the
given Annex. Some ingredients are prohibited (Annex II) or restricted to particular uses
(Annex III).

The origin of those regulatory limitations is mainly safety. In Europe, some of the
ingredients are evaluated by the SCCS (Scientific Committee on Consumer Safety), which
publishes its opinion with safe conditions of use, before the ingredient is listed in an
annex. The SCCS publishes opinions based on the evidence presented to it, combined
with guidance. That is helpful, rather than spelling out the prescriptive demand for strict
adherence to precise regulatory “guidelines”. The European committee regularly provides a
guidance for the evaluation of the safety of ingredients [2,3]. In the USA, the CIR (Cosmetic
Ingredient Review), established from a trade association (currently the PCPC) with the
support of the FDA prioritizes and assesses cosmetic ingredients, generally consider groups
of similar substances based on chemical families or plant-derived ingredients. The CIR’s
report does not include the risk assessment.

All regulated ingredients must have a favorable opinion of the SCCS, such as the recent
ones on resorcinol, for its use in hair dyes [4], propylparaben as preservative (updated
opinion discarding any concern related to endocrine disruption) [5] or octocrylene as UV
filter (other update related to endocrine disruption) [6].
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However, the committee can also give its opinion on substances for non-regulated
uses (titanium dioxide in inhaled products [7] or aluminum in lipsticks [8]).

Some publications can also be available from national authorities, related to particular
concern for a country (example of phenoxyethanol in France [9]), or specific investigations
allowing a better management of the risk, as in the case of “technically unavoidable
concentrations” of heavy metals, studied in Germany [10].

Transversal regulations can have consequences on the safety of the substances used
in cosmetic products: the CLP Regulation (classification, labelling and packaging of sub-
stances and mixtures) [11] of major importance for CMR (carcinogenic, mutagenic and
reprotoxic) substances. The carcinogenic, mutagenic, and reprotoxic substances are con-
sidered as the most dangerous substances; their harmonized classification in Europe is
rarely based on epidemiological information (asbestos, benzene, etc.) and more generally
based on experimental results in animals (musk xylene, Disperse Yellow 3, etc.). The Annex
XVII of REACH can be of major importance for a very limited number of substances: D4
(cyclopentasiloxane) and D5 (cyclotetrasiloxane) are prohibited silicones in rinsed products
above 0.1% (under entry 70 of the Annex XVII of REACH for restrictions) [12]. This deci-
sion is not triggered by toxicological properties but by their fate in the environment: these
are the PBT and vPvB effects (for Persistent, Bioaccumulative and Toxic, Very Persistent,
Very Bioaccumulative).

The list of SVHC (substances of very high concern) includes substances based on
concern regarding reprotoxicity, carcinogenicity, endocrine disruption or effects for the
environment, PBT or vPvB.

Those programs are somehow linked to each other (the general concern of endocrine
disruption justified a call for data from the European Commission to revise the opinions of
the SCCS (e.g., Benzophenone-3, octocrylene, benzyl salicylate . . . ) in the past two years.

• Substances restricted by an Annex

When the SCCS receives a mandate from the European Commission to assess the
safety of a substance for a regulated function, the opinion is based on the analysis of the
scientific dossier submitted by the industry.

The scientific opinion considers each endpoint, including local tolerance (skin irrita-
tion, phototoxicity when relevant), genotoxicity, systemic toxicity including reprotoxicity
and sub-chronic/chronic toxicity. Characterization of dermal absorption is essential to
calculate the SED (systemic exposure dose).

The exposure of the substance is considered as its expected concentration in cosmetic
products, either in one given product or in several products, when a broad use is expected,
as it would be for a preservative.

• Substances not restricted by an Annex

Any other substance, ingredient, or impurity has the obligation of being safe for the
consumer, based on the toxicological profile, as required by the Annex I and Guidelines [13],
using regularly updated data from supplier or literature.

There are two points of view: the one of the supplier of the ingredient and the one of
the Responsible Person for a cosmetic product using the ingredient (the Responsible Person
being the legal entity in Europe responsible for the product, generally the manufacturer).
They do not have the same regulatory obligations. However, they should have the same
purpose: consumer safety.

Any supplier of a cometic ingredient, such as any company which manufactures and
markets a substance in the European Union, must register its substance according to the
annual tonnage.

Even if the intrinsic toxicity of a substance is independent from its production, the
number of toxicological results required in a REACH registration dossier depend on the
annual tonnage. Highly toxic substances and substances of low toxicity have the same
requirements (but important concern should be taken into account among the program of
SVHC: substances of very high concern). No toxicological data are requested for substances
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registered below 1 to 10 tpa (ton per annuum) and increasing information is required to be
submitted with increasing tonnage bands.

For tonnage of 10–100 tpa (Annex VII): toxicological requirements include data for
in vitro skin irritation/corrosion, in vitro eye irritation, skin sensitization, in vitro gene
mutation in bacteria, acute toxicity, and short-term toxicity (28 days).

At 10 to 1000 tpa (Annex VIII): toxicological requirements include data for in vitro muta-
genicity study in mammalian cells or in vitro micronucleus study, in vitro gene mutation in
mammalian cells, in vivo skin irritation, in vivo eye irritation, possibly testing proposal for
in vivo genotoxicity, acute toxicity, and screening for reproductive/developmental toxicity.

At 100 to 1000 tpa (Annex IX) following endpoints are added: the sub-chronic toxicity
(90 days), prenatal developmental toxicity in one species, and extended one-generation
reproductive toxicity.

Finally, above 1000 tpa (Annex X) a long-term repeated dose toxicity (≥12 months)
if triggered, with developmental toxicity in a second species, extended one-generation
reproductive toxicity, and carcinogenicity.

Several reviews of these methods are available; we can cite a very recent one focused
on cosmetic and REACH regulations [14]. Particularly, assessing the safety of the consumer
should include the assessment of any potential regarding endocrine disruption, but this
endpoint is not required in the REACH registration dossiers. The inclusion of such criteria
by the CLP Regulation could change things in the future.

It is then important to realize that for ingredients produced below 10 to 1000 tpa, no
information is available about the DNA damage (micronucleus test), and below 100 tpa,
neither any sub-chronic toxicity nor any information on the full cycle of reproduction is
known. A supplier of cosmetic ingredients should then think about the need of the cosmetic
brands (Responsible Persons in general) who need to prove the safety of each ingredient.

The cosmetic brand (the Responsible Person) is the one responsible of the product.
Studies can be made on the product, to confirm a good acceptability in humans. It is
mostly to confirm the absence of eye and skin irritation, by in vitro test and other com-
plementary tests in humans (the grail being the use test in normal conditions of use, to
confirm the absence of objective irritation and absence of signs of discomfort). The tests for
photo-toxicity or skin sensitization are rarely performed. It should be reminded that the
Human Repeat Insult Patch Test (HRIPT) is non ethical and usually the historical data are
significantly poor from a statistical point of view using a small size panel [15,16]. However,
the new in vitro tests for skin sensitization are quite promising, particularly if they can
cover multiple Key Events of the Adverse Outcome Pathway, and if they can be applied to
the finished product. Both the SENS-IS and Genomic Allergen Rapid Detection (GARD)
assays analyze the genomic response of the cells to the exposure of the substance or the
product to predict sensitization, including its potency [17], with GARD assay being able
to quantify the dose–effects relationship, thus providing a good perspective for its use in
quantitative risk assessment [18]. Any test done on the finished product, as those two last
ones, and the tests made on eleuthero-embryo from fish or amphibians discussed in this
article are of particular relevance, since a large part of the risk assessment on the product
in based on individual data of substances.

The major part of the safety then relies on the toxicological data of the substances. The
toxicological results can come from the supplier, when they have a REACH registration
dossier, or when they voluntary produce additional in vitro data. It can also be existing
data from literature or in silico predictions Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship
(QSARs) or read-across. The safety assessor, working with the Responsible Person, makes
a comprehensive search of existing toxicological information to write the toxicological
profile of the ingredient, and possibly identify any data gaps. Pragmatically, toxicological
profiles of ingredients often lack some information. Among the most current data gaps
includes following endpoints: skin sensitization, DNA damage, chronic toxicity, and
dermal absorption. With one exception, in vitro assays exist for all these endpoints, most
of them with OECD guidelines, or with good results of validation. When it is chosen
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not to perform the test (data waiving), a rationale is absolutely needed as justification.
In vitro micronucleus test is one of the missing test which has no reason to be lacking,
since an in vitro OECD test exists for a long time. Probably there is a misunderstanding of
the Responsible Person who might not realize that it is absolutely complementary to the
in vitro mutagenicity test in bacteria, since both tests investigate two independent types of
abnormalities of DNA, both predictive of cancer.

In some cases, a reliable in silico prediction, with one, or even better, consensus from
several complementary software, can waive or replace such tests. This solution can be
cheaper than testing and the rationale can be robust. In silico predictions are also a good
strategy when associated to partially concluded results, such as the in vitro mutagenicity
test. This test is not sufficient to investigate genotoxicity, but a QSAR prediction can provide
a good orientation before performing the in vitro micronucleus assay, to better understand
the potential of a substance to induce DNA damage. Such approaches are widely accepted
for the regulatory assessment of pharmaceutical impurities under ICH M7 guideline [19].

Currently, with other methods gathered in the so-called NAMs (New Approach
Methodologies), read-across is a major tool to predict the systemic toxicity of a substance
in the absence of any animal testing. Finding structural analogues, selecting them based
on relevant criteria, and predicting an endpoint-specific toxicity based on the results
formerly obtained with those analogues is both a very ethical way to use existing data,
and provides a relevant and reliable solution for predicting sub-chronic/chronic toxicity
and reprotoxicity [20]. This parameter is one of the criteria of toxicokinetic (absorption,
distribution, metabolism, and excretion; ADME) which should be better used in the future
to enhance the application of NAMs [21].

Last but not least, although dermal absorption could help calculating a precise margin
of safety, it is hardly investigated. This rare information is of equal importance in the
calculation of the MoS (Margin of Safety) as the systemic NOAEL (or Point of Departure)
and the exposure. Generally unknown, it is, by default, estimated to 50% according to the
Notes of Guidance from the SCCS. For some substances, a “very low rate” can justify to
avoid investigating systemic toxicity. The mathematical modeling of dermal absorption
is an important field of research [22] but no robust model is currently available. Some
models identified good predictivity but were limited to small substances below 300 Da [23].
A recent preliminary retrospective analysis of the ingredients with opinions of the SCCS
showed that physicochemical properties of the substance can differentiate the ones with
low and high dermal absorption (the threshold being at 2%) [24].

This article does not detail the requirement on impurities, which also deserve the
attention of the safety assessor. CMR impurities are prohibited, but we can recommend to
pay attention to any impurity, since this could have adverse effects.

3. Genotoxicity Assessment of Cosmetic Products

In the second part of the 20th century, many research teams [25] have developed
different kind of tests based on different mechanisms showing direct DNA damages (DNA
adduct, unscheduled DNA synthesis, DNA repair chromosomal aberrations), to detect
direct DNA reactive substances that alter DNA and therefore the genetic code. In the
70s, Bruce Ames developed the most famous bacterial Reverse Mutation test, the “Ames
test” [26]. The most relevant mutagen tests were quickly taken into account by regula-
tory authorities to identify genotoxic substances in cosmetics [27] and also by cosmetics
companies for optimization of the methods and refined cosmetics ingredients [28]. Test
battery strategies for genotoxicity evaluation have been issued by regulatory agencies and
guidelines are published by OECD.

In the safety assessment of cosmetic ingredients, the assessment of genotoxic potential
is crucial. The SCCS 10th Revision [2] recommended to use an in vitro battery of two tests.
One test for the evaluation of the potential for mutagenicity: bacterial reverse mutation
test (OECD 471) Ames test [29] and a second in vitro micronucleus test (OECD 487) [30]
for the evaluation of chromosome damage (clastogen and aneuploidy). The combination
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of both tests allowed the detection of all relevant genotoxic carcinogens [31,32]. The test
system should be exposed to the test item both in the absence and in the presence of a
metabolic activation system (S9-fraction from the livers of rats treated with Aroclor 1254 or
a combination of phenobarbital and β-naphthoflavone) [33].

The mutagenicity: bacterial reverse mutation test should be performed in the first
instance, as the result could lead to an end of the project. The nature of test item has an
impact on the method that should be used and consequently on the expected result. For
pure compounds, if using the Ames test, the structure of the test item should be considered.
Thus, depending on the nature of the test article the metabolic activation system should
be adapted (SCCS/1532/14). For nanoparticles, a gene mutation test in mammalian cells
(OECD 476), or mouse lymphoma assay (OECD 490) should be performed instead of
the Ames test. For complex mixtures such as biological compounds or plant extracts
the, presence of amino acid producing a feeder effect could be observed. In this case
“treat and wash” method [34,35] could be used. The presence of flavonoids i.e., quercetin
or kaempferol in plant extract could lead to increases in the number of the revertant
colonies [36], in such case the quantification of this kind of substances in the plant extract
is essential to explain the results obtained [37,38].

Before engaging into the second genetic toxicology test, an in-silico assessment (Quan-
titative Structure-Activity Relationship QSAR, DEREK, Multicase, or Compound Toxicity
Profile) is useful to predict the clastogen potential of the pure chemical in accordance with
the stringent quality criteria and the validation principles laid down by the OECD 487 [39].
In case of alert or when the prediction is out of domain, the micronucleus test should
be performed following OECD 487 guideline. Recently, this technic has been refined in
order to avoid a “false positive”. The cell lines (V79, CHO and CHL) were consistently
more susceptible to cytotoxicity and micronucleus induction than p53-competent cells and
are therefore more susceptible to giving misleading positive results. These data suggest
that a reduction in the frequency of misleading positive results can be achieved by careful
selection of the mammalian cell type for genotoxicity testing [40].

One of the strengths of the cosmetics industry is the exclusive use of in vitro tests and
consequently in vitro micronucleus has been also adapted to high-throughput technology,
i.e., with only 10 milligrams, a micronucleus test is performed by flow cytometry [41] or
using automated slide image analysis systems [42] and with double labelling telomere and
centromere the distinction between aneugen and clastogen effect could be done [43,44].

When the results from both tests are clearly negative, the test item has no mutagenic
potential. On the other hand, when the results from both tests are clearly positive, the test
item is considered as being mutagen. In both cases further testing is not mandatory.

When one of the two tests gives a positive result, the test item is considered an in vitro
mutagen. Further testing is required for excluding mutagen (clastogen) potential of the test
item assessed.

Equivocal results for mixture plant extract can be obtained in particular in micronu-
cleus test when excessive osmolarity, pH or excessive concentration leads to a high level
of cytotoxicity [43,44]. In this case the toolbox for further evaluation in WoE (weight of
evidence) approach is described in the SCCS recommendation:

“The comet assay [45] in mammalian cells or on 3D-reconstructed human skin [46]
is a tool which can support a WoE approach in the case of a positive or equivocal gene
mutation test in bacteria or mammalian gene mutation test.”

This battery of tests leads to the identification of substances named initiators. They
and their metabolites are DNA reactive carcinogens. In the theory of carcinogenesis, a
second kind of substances are the promotors, they are non-genotoxic carcinogens. The
SCCS/1602/18 (2018) recommends using the cell transformation assay (CTA) [47,48] as
an alternative new test to in vivo carcinogenesis studies, to detect genotoxic and non-
genotoxic carcinogens.

Progress in the knowledge of stem cells makes it is possible to propose new biological
models to be closer to the in vivo exposure such organoid models [49] or for a screening
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approach such as the ToxTracker® model. The total blood is also a robust alternative, as it
is easily available and extensively studied. In silico, and in the next future, AI (artificial
intelligence), for analysis and prediction will be increasingly relevant, with the concept to
build a “finger print of genotoxicity” as for drug in pharmaceutical companies.

4. Skin Sensitization Assessment of Cosmetic Products

Skin sensitizers are chemicals that have the intrinsic potential to induce a state of
hypersensitivity in humans, that upon repeated topical exposure may result in the devel-
opment of allergic contact dermatitis (ACD). Sensitization involves the activation of an
adaptive immune response and the priming of immunological memory, and once acquired,
it is often a chronical condition, and elicitation of clinical symptoms can only be prevented
by avoiding exposure to the inducing agent (see for example [50] for an excellent review).
Proactive identification and evaluation of skin sensitization potential is therefore of central
importance for safety evaluation of chemicals and represents a key toxicological endpoint
among regulatory authorities across multiple industries, and not least for cosmetics, where
the intended route of exposure often is via dermal application [51].

Before a new cosmetic ingredient is placed on the European market, evaluation of
its safety profile, including the assessment of skin sensitization hazards and potency is
mandatory. Following the revision of Annex VII of the REACH regulation [52], as well as
the transformation of the cosmetic directive into a regulation (EC1223/2009) [1], traditional
animal models, such as the Guinea Pig based assays (GPMT or the Buehler test) [53] or
the murine Local Lymph Node Assay (LLNA) [54], are no longer allowed to meet the
information requirements for substances exclusively intended for use in cosmetic products.
To this end, a plethora of New Approach Methods (NAMs), such as in chemico and
in vitro methods, have been validated and incorporated into official test guidelines by the
OECD, serving as viable replacements for animal studies. These methods are designed
to target individual Key Events (KE) in the Adverse Outcome Pathway (AOP) for skin
sensitization [55], which recapitulates the most important key mechanistic events that
are required for the development of skin sensitization. Currently, three technical Test
Guidelines (OECD TG 442 C, D and E) describe a total of seven such methods, including
the KE1 based Direct Peptide Reactivity Assay (DPRA) and the Amino acid Derivative
Reactivity Assay (ADRA) [56], the KE2 based assays KeratinoSens and LuSens [57], and the
KE3 based assays h-CLAT, U-SENS, and the IL-8 Luc assay [58]. According to the current
testing paradigm, these methods should not be considered as stand-alone assays, but rather
in the context of a tiered testing strategy, a so-called defined approach (DA), where a fixed
data integration procedure is used to arrive at a final classification, based on the readout
from several NAMs. Currently, several DAs have been described for hazard identification
of skin sensitizers, and their individual components, data integration procedures (DIPs),
and performances have been summarized in [59]. Importantly, based on the empirical
data from this publication, accuracies of the proposed DAs, ranging between 75.6% to
85.0%, were superior to that of the LLNA (74.2%) for predicting human skin sensitization
hazard. In addition to the current OECD adopted assays, several alternative and innovative
assays are in the process of being validated and adapted as official TGs [60], some showing
predictive performances similar to the proposed DAs, also when considered as stand-alone
assays [61]. Thus, skin sensitization testing is an ever-moving target, and to provide
guidance to testing and safety evaluation to the cosmetic industry, the Scientific Committee
on Consumer Safety (SCCS) publishes the “Notes of Guidance for the Testing of Cosmetic
Ingredients and Their Safety Evaluation” [2], ensuring that testing can be performed in
compliance with EU cosmetic legislations.

Despite the above-mentioned progress to replace animal experimentation, more work
is still needed to address certain limitations with current NAM-based strategies. For
example, it has been recognized that certain chemicals of interest to the cosmetic sector
may be difficult to test in the conventional OECD validated assays [62]. Such limitations,
as far as they have been identified, are described in individual TGs, and may include
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constraints with testing of hydrophobic ingredients, pre-pro haptens, and complex sub-
stances, including natural extracts where the ingredient of concern is often present in
minute concentrations within a complex mixture. Novel state-of-the-art scientific methods
currently in the OECD Test Guideline Program (TGP) and under evaluation for official
TG adaption [60], such as the Genomic Allergen Rapid Detection (GARD) assay [63,64],
which is based on the measurements of a biomarker signature of genes associated with
immunologically relevant pathways to the sensitization process, have shown promise to
address some of these limitations. For example, the GARD assay is compatible with a
variety of different solvents that can be applied to increase bioavailability of a Test Item [65],
and a protocol is also available for testing of solid materials, such as medical devices, using
both polar and non-polar extraction vehicles in compliance with ISO-10993:12 [66]. Such
findings may prove potentially useful also for cosmetic-related test items, such as UVCBs
or natural extracts with limited solubility in conventional assay solvents, such as DMSO or
water. Furthermore, several 3D-models based on reconstructed human epidermis (RHE)
have also been developed to address some of the solubility limitations (reviewed in [62]).
The majority of these assays have a clearly defined readout of established biomarkers (e.g.,
IL-18), while others are less transparent. In a recent publication evaluating the performance
of a selection of such models, the majority of the RHE-based assays showed similar, or
slightly improved performances (dependent on the specific RHE-assay) to the best per-
forming OECD validated assay, the h-CLAT assay, when investigating a limited set of
“difficult-to-test” substances in comparison to human reference data [63], demonstrating
that such assays may comprise a viable source of information within a weight-of- evidence
approach for testing within this chemical domain.

In addition to the limited applicability domain, the most obvious limitation of the
current OECD validated assays is likely that they have only been validated for skin sen-
sitization hazard identification, and not for assessment of sensitizing potency, which is a
critical component for risk assessment of cosmetic ingredients when used in consumer
products. Skin sensitization is a threshold phenomenon, and a quantitative risk assessment
(QRA) of individual ingredients aims to define a maximum dose of the chemical not in-
ducing sensitization (referred to as the NESIL value) [67,68]. The general procedure for
QRA, involving a continuous prediction of skin sensitizing potency as a point of departure
(POD), which is subsequently adjusted by applying uncertainty factors, has been described
for fragrances [67], and its applicability to general cosmetic ingredients is currently being
discussed. Development of NAM based strategies also for continuous assessment of skin
sensitizing potency for use as point-of-departure in the QRA is ongoing, and examples
include the DA-based Artificial Neural Network Model for Predicting LLNA EC3 [69], as
well as the recently proposed GARDskin Dose-Response model [18,70].

Finally, as novel NAM-based methods are developed to replace traditional animal
models for assessment of cosmetic ingredients, the ultimate arbiter of the capacity of these
tests to protect human health must be evaluated based on how well they correlate with
reliable information on the skin sensitizing activity of chemicals in humans, and not how
well they recapitulate the weaknesses of the “gold” standard animal tests, irrespective
of their historical consideration as valid and adapted OECD methods. For chemicals of
hitherto unknown sensitization potential, the preclinical evaluation of cosmetic ingredients
using the NAM strategies described above is an essential and important first step to ensure
the safety profile of cosmetics, but also as described in [71], post-market surveillance, often
referred to as cosmetovigilance, will remain an important part to ensure that the use of
cosmetic ingredients, as well as their concentration in formulated products remain safe to
the consumers.

5. Endocrine Properties Assessment of Cosmetic Products

On the 13 December 2017 the European Parliament adopted scientific criteria to define
endocrine disruptors which came into force for plant protection products and biocides in
2018 [72]. This has been a major step towards the future implementation of similar criteria
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for regulation of cosmetics in Europe. Despite the discrepancies due to the particular
context of cosmetics, a few lessons relating to endocrine assessment strategies have been
learnt from experience.

Adopted criteria for endocrine disruptors are closely related to the WHO definition of
2012 [73]. An endocrine disruptor is defined by three main criteria: its endocrine mode of
action, its capacity to cause an adverse effect, and the plausible link between this endocrine
activity and the related adverse outcome.

Regulatory authorities require datasets to permit a conclusive assessment on the
disruptive capacity of an endocrine active sample. However, for cosmetic ingredients this
will be difficult as availability of comprehensive endocrine test systems is very limited
without accessing animal experimentation. Therefore, alternative models will be required
to overcome this difficulty that can provide data which will contribute to safety of cosmetics
for the endocrine system in an ethical manner.

Since 2002, experts representing OECD member countries have published test guide-
lines dedicated to endocrine assessment of chemicals. These internationally acknowledged
methods are listed, and their proper usage is described within the OECD Guidance Docu-
ment 150 [74]. According to this document, adversity should be assessed (using laboratory
animals) to achieve a conclusive assessment of an endocrine disruptor. OECD validated
methods cover so far EATS (Estrogen, Androgen, Thyroid, and Steroidogenic) endocrine
pathways, for which specific adverse physiological outcomes have been characterized.

It could be argued that the absence of endocrine activity excludes the need for investi-
gating physiological adversity. This opens a possible testing strategy for an ethical cosmetic
approach: using a battery of validated in vitro/embryonic models to cover all major modes
of action of endocrine disruptors on EATS pathways. Cellular-based assays using tumoral
cell lines, allow the assessment of the transactivation capacity estrogen (OECD TG 455) [75]
or androgen (TG 458) [76] receptors, as well as disruption of steroidogenesis (TG 456) [77].
Nevertheless, performing all these assays independently will not mimic the interaction of
these mechanisms occurring in vivo and many modes of actions are not covered by in vitro
tests such as disruption of 5-alpha reductase endocrine target to counteract alopecia [78].
The complexity and crosstalk of endocrine pathways as well as the number of mechanisms
involved often leads to false positive or false negative results using cellular models [79,80].
Identifying an endocrine disruptor boils down to elucidating an adverse outcome pathway
and requires a complete endocrine system as a model.

As indicated by the SCCS guidance notes [3], due to the conservation of endocrine
mechanisms across vertebrate species data provided by “some ecotox tests may be infor-
mative for the assessment of the endocrine activity of a compound in humans”. This is of
great value as the additional information provided by ecotoxicological tests significantly
increases the weight of evidence available for endocrine assessment of cosmetic ingredients.

Embryos of aquatic vertebrates provide ethical and useful models to assess endocrine
activity of cosmetic ingredients or products in a whole endocrine system. In 2019, the
OECD published the first eleuthero–embryo-based test to assess Thyroid activity, Test
Guideline 248 (XETA) [81]. Eleuthero–embryo defines early life stages post-hatch which
still depend on maternally deposited energy reserves making them eligible for cosmetic
testing according to the EU definition of a laboratory animal [82]. This first eleuthero–
embryonic model for measuring thyroid activity paved the way for the development of a
series of embryonic models derived from fish and amphibians bearing fluorescent reporter
constructs integrating hormonal responsive elements.

Among assays in the OECD process of validation, the EASZY and REACTIV assays are
dedicated to measuring estrogenic activities. These models carry specific targets to reveal
the brains response to estrogens (EASZY) [83] and estrogenic control over reproduction
(REACTIV) [84]. Further, it is also included in the OECD work program on endocrine
disruptors and in the EFSA/ECHA guidance document [85] on endocrine disruptor as-
sessment is the RADAR [86] assay which measures androgenic activities related to male
reproductive behaviors.
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These embryonic models allow the detection and quantification of endocrine activities
by the quantification of fluorescence. Even if these in vitro aquatic models are not necessar-
ily predictive of the effects in humans, they make it possible to detect endocrine activity
and constitute a predictive screening tool.

The criteria adopted by the EU for the assessment of endocrine disruptors are haz-
ard based. These criteria were implemented within plant protection product and biocide
regulations in 2018. Weight of evidence provided by models that identify modes of action
and related adverse outcomes have replaced risk assessment for the classification of en-
docrine disruptors. However, for the assessment of cosmetic ingredients, implementation
of these hazard-based criteria without the use of laboratory animals remains a challenge.
Despite this, some solutions are available to provide more realistic exposure scenarios
whilst avoiding the use of regulated life stages of laboratory animals. Linking the selection
of test concentrations for hazard assessment to a range of daily doses of a compound or
product could be one approach for screening cosmetics. Recent advances in the devel-
opment of eleuthero–embryonic tests systems also provide options for semi-quantitative
assessment of endocrine activity in a whole endocrine system. Allowing the identification
of ingredients, extracts, or preparations, which would require more in-depth investigation.

Data provided by embryonic models and cellular assays will be a great source of
knowledge to feed into the development of in silico models. Our ultimate aim should be to
develop in silico models of each endocrine pathway, and one day perhaps a computational
model of a complete vertebrate endocrine system.

6. Assessment of Dermal Absorption of Cosmetic Products

Assessment of dermal absorption is a crucial aspect of cosmetic product and ingre-
dient safety, as opposed to drugs, which almost always enter the body in other ways.
In vitro dermal absorption studies are the gold standard method for skin pharmacokinetic
evaluation and are suitable to predict the expected dermal absorption by humans.

The purpose of the dermal absorption testing, also known as dermal penetration or
percutaneous penetration, is to provide a measurement of the absorption or penetration of
a substance through the skin barrier and into the skin.

Detailed guidance on the performance of in vitro skin absorption studies is available
(OECD 2004, 2011, 2019), [87–89]. In addition, the SCCNFP (Scientific Committee on
Cosmetics and NonFood Products) adopted a first set of “Basic Criteria” for the in vitro
assessment of dermal absorption of cosmetic ingredients back in 1999 and updated in 2003
(SCCNFP/0750/03) [90]. The SCCS updated this Opinion in 2010 (SCCS/1358/10) [91].
A combination of OECD 428 guideline with the SCCS “Basic Criteria” (SCCS/1358/10) is
considered to be essential for performing appropriate in vitro dermal absorption studies
for cosmetic ingredients.

Dermal absorption studies are conducted to determine how much of a chemical
penetrates the skin, and thereby whether it has the potential to be absorbed into the systemic
circulation. Therefore, knowledge of dermal absorption phenomena is essential for:

• Safety issues: the presence of systemic test item may lead to systemic adverse effects,
the quantities absorbed is taken into consideration in toxicological risk assessment to
extrapolate human exposure and calculate the margin of safety (MoS); and

• Therapeutic aspects: the quantities penetrated can be taken into consideration to
predict the therapeutic concentration at the target sites in skin tissue.

In vitro dermal absorption studies are applied in different sectors and for different purposes:

• Formulation Screening: for selection of lead candidate formulation;
• Bioequivalence: to determine if the new product has the same degree of dermal

absorption as reference product. In vitro dermal absorption assay was recently used to
demonstrate bioequivalence, and the results of the comparison were accepted by the
FDA in connection with the marketing authorization for Lotrimin Ultra cream [92];

• Cosmetics and consumer products: Dermal absorption rate is part of the toxicological
profile of any ingredient. Almost always provided for any submission to the SCCS,
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the in vitro dermal absorption studies can then be part of the safety assessment of a
cosmetic product;

• Pharmaceutical products: in vitro dermal absorption studies are part of safety and
efficacy assessment of topical products;

• Chemical/agrochemical: in vitro dermal absorption studies are part of safety assess-
ment purposes. With respect to pesticides, the results of the in vitro dermal absorption
studies alone are accepted for pesticides risk assessment purposes in the European
Union and other countries.

Different types of formulations can be assessed through in vitro dermal absorption
studies: creams, gels, ointments, suspensions, foam, patches, aqueous, solvent, hair dyes,
shampoo, foundation, moisturizer, cleansers, soaps, sunscreen, etc.

When conducting in vitro dermal absorption study, skin sample is placed between
two chambers (a donor chamber and a receptor chamber) of a Franz-type diffusion cell in a
way such that the stratum corneum is facing the donor compartment where the formulation
to be examined is applied, while the dermis is touching receptor compartment.

Human skin samples are usually obtained from patients undergoing plastic surgery.
Abdominal skin is most convenient, due to the large areas that may be available. Carefully
handled frozen human skin are suitable for testing the passive permeation of chemicals,
when skin viability and metabolic activity were not being investigated [93]. However, for
studies requiring the presence of viable epidermal tissue, such as investigations of drug
transporters [94–98] or skin metabolism [96], fresh skin samples are required.

There are considerable differences in skin absorption across different body sites,
attributed to stratum corneum thickness, hydration, and lipid composition [99–103]. To
reduce variability, it is recommended to use split-thickness skin. Full-thickness skin is
cut to approximately 500–750 μm using a dermatome. Quality of skin samples have to be
checked at the beginning of the experiment. This is done by measuring transepidermal
water loss (TEWL) indicative of barrier integrity.

A finite dose of tested product is applied on the skin surface and incubation is done at
32 ◦C. The permeation rate of a test item from the donor compartment through the skin
into the receptor is determined by measuring the amount of drug in skin samples and in
receptor fluid. Different analytical methods can be used to quantify the amount of test item
in the samples.

Different analytical methods can be used to quantify concentration of test substance in
different skin compartments according to physicochemical properties of the test substance
such as lipophilicity, molecular weight, charge, and concentration of the test substance:
liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS); inductively coupled
plasma–tandem mass spectrometry (ICP-MS/MS), liquid chromatography with UV de-
tection (LC-UV) or fluorescence detection (LC-Fluo), liquid scintillation counting (LSC)
for radiolabelled compound, and imaging approaches, e.g., epifluorescence or confocal
microscopy in the case of fluorescent molecules or matrix-assisted laser desorption–mass
spectrometry imaging (MALDI-MSI) [104].

In vitro dermal absorption assay is very operator-dependent, and care needs to be
taken especially when handling skin samples and when removing the excess of formulation.
The success of the assay is equally dependent on the development and validation of
sensitive analytical methods to quantify the amount of test substance in the samples.

One of the main challenges is how to measure dermal absorption in babies and infant
skin necessary in cosmetic ingredient safety assessments. It is recognized that babies,
infants, and children represent a distinct subpopulation for risk and safety assessments,
and routinely considered the greater skin–surface area to body–mass ratio in children when
performing cosmetic ingredient safety assessments [105]. Systemic exposures in babies
and infants are generally assumed to be greater than in older children and adults. On one
side, the percutaneous absorption could be higher because of the immaturity of the skin
as a barrier to absorption (higher pH of the skin yields decreased barrier function and
increased risk of irritation), particularly onto the nappy area. On the other side, the greater
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body–surface-area to body–mass ratio of babies and infants compared with older children
and adults, mathematically induces high amounts in mg/kg bw/w for a similar quantity of
product [106–110]. Modifications of existing in vitro skin penetration protocols to evaluate
the potential for higher absorption from topically applied products are needed. The use
of compromised skin represents a good alternative to mimic underdeveloped barrier
function as in premature infant skin. Compromised skin can be achieved by different
procedures, e.g., tape stripping, microneedling device, abrasive skin preparation pad, or
even iontophoresis [111–113].

7. Skin and Eye Irritation Assessment of Cosmetic Products

Assessment of skin and eye irritation potential of an ingredient or formulation is an
important part in cosmetic ingredient safety assessments.

Dermal irritation is defined as the production of reversible damage of the skin, fol-
lowing the application of a test substance for up to 4 h (OECD 404) [114]. Eye irritation is
defined as the occurrence of changes in the eye following the application of a test substance
to the anterior surface of the eye, which are fully reversible within 21 days of application
(OECD 405) [115].

Skin and eye irritation are assessed using reconstructed human tissue-based test meth-
ods. Commercially available 3D-models based on reconstructed human epidermis (RhE)
are used for skin irritation testing (OECD test Method 439) [116] and 3D-model based on re-
constructed human cornea-like epithelium (RhCE) is used for eye irritation testing (OECD
Test Method 492) [117]. It should be noted that there are different in vitro models that
address serious eye damage and/or identification of chemicals not triggering classification
for eye irritation or serious eye damage [3], but we will only focus on RhCE model.

The overall design 3D-models based on reconstructed human tissues mimics the
biochemical and physiological properties of the upper layers of the human skin and eye.

RHE is a skin model composed of living human keratinocytes which have been
cultured to form a multi-layered, highly differentiated epidermis. The model consists of
highly organized basal cells and includes a functional skin barrier with an in vivo-like
lipid profile.

RhCE is a corneal model composed of living human cells which have been cultured
to form a multi-layered, differentiated corneal epithelium. The model consists of highly
organized basal cells which progressively flatten out as the apical surface of the tissue is
approached, analogous to the normal human in vivo corneal epithelium.

In both models, the cells are both metabolically and mitotically active, and release
many of the pro-inflammatory agents (cytokines) known to be important in irritation
and inflammation. Reconstructed human tissues are grown on special platforms at the
air-liquid interface.

The test item is applied directly to the tissue surface, providing a good model of “real
life” exposure. The endpoint used in both RhE and RhCE test methods is the cell-mediated
reduction of MTT (3-(4,5)-dimethyl-2-thiazolyl-2,5-dimethyl-2H-tetrazolium bromide) into
a blue formazan salt that is quantitatively measured after extraction from the tissues. A
second endpoint can be used to increase sensitivity is the measurement of interleukin-1α
(IL-1α) production.

If the viability is greater than 50% (RhE) or 60% (RhCE), the test item is classified as
Non-Irritant (no-label or UN GHS No Category).

If the viability is below or equal to 50% in the case of RhE model, the test item is
classified Irritant (UN GHS Category 2).

If the viability is below or equal to 60% in the case of RhCE, no prediction can be
made, and further testing may be required.

So far, neither a single in vitro assay nor a testing battery has been validated as a
standalone replacement for the in vivo test. New test systems are under development using
stem cells. These could generate new alternatives for in vitro ocular toxicity testing [118].
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8. Conclusions

The total number of experiments in animals only slightly decreased in Europe between
2015 and 2017. It changed from 9.59 million animals to 9.39 million, when it was 11.5 million
in 2011. Animals are mainly used for research (69%) and then for regulatory purpose (23%).
In 2017, 61% of the experiments in animals were for medical products for humans, 15% for
veterinary products, 11% for industrial chemicals. Moreover, the report of the European
Commission identifies a concern about the use of animals for endpoints where alternative
methods exist (irritation, skin sensitization).

Despite the marketing ban of cosmetic ingredients and cosmetic products tested in
animals, there is still debate on this issue. From a regulatory point of view, the position of
the European Agency is clear and has been clarified (“Clarity on interface between REACH
and the Cosmetics Regulation”). No cosmetic product is currently tested in animals in
Europe. The cosmetic ingredients can have former results obtained from toxicological tests
in animals. These results can be obtained after the animal testing ban, but only if required
by another regulation (food, pharmaceutical, or even REACH, considering the obligations
of safety of the workers). If cosmetics are the only use of a substance, all in silico and
in vitro tests will then be encouraged to demonstrate the safety. However, for a toxicologist,
it remains a huge challenge to guarantee the absence of risk based on the current available
methods. All so-called New Approach Methodologies, using AOPs, IATAs, or Defined
Approaches will be the foundation of the safety for future new ingredients [119].

A wide range of in vitro models for safety testing of cosmetic products and cosmetic
ingredients has been developed and adopted in test guidelines. There is still an increasing
need, largely driven by regulatory authorities and industry, to develop in vitro models
to predict carcinogenicity, repeat dose toxicity and reproductive toxicity, for which no
alternative in vitro methods are currently available.
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Abstract: The art of tattooing is a popular decorative approach for body decoration and has a
corrective value for the face. The tattooing procedure is characterized by placing exogenous pigments
into the dermis with a number of needles. The process of creating traditional and cosmetic tattoos is
the same. Colorants are deposited in the dermis by piercing the skin with needles of specific shape
and thickness, which are moistened with the colorant. Colorants (pigments or dyes) most of the time
include impurities which may cause adverse reactions. It is commonly known that tattoo inks remain
in the skin for lifetime. It is also a fact that the chemicals that are used in permanent makeup (PMU)
colorants may stay in the body for a long time so there is a significant long-term risk for harmful
ingredients being placed in the body. Tattoo and PMU colorants contain various substances and their
main ingredients and decomposition components may cause health risks and unwanted side effects
to skin.

Keywords: tattoos; permanent makeup; PMU; colorants; pigments

1. Introduction

Tattoos have become a very popular form of body and face art in the last two decades.
There is evidence that 12 % of Europeans have at least one tattoo on their body especially
in the 18–35 age group [1–3]. The most common tattoos are usually made with black
ink or have various colors located on almost all areas of the human body. A survey in
German-speaking countries showed that in 60% of body tattoos black ink has been used [4].
When we refer to tattoos, this also includes permanent makeup (PMU), which is mostly
applied over the face area. PMU is used especially on the periorbital and perioral regions
for decorative reasons. PMU colorants are carefully injected with a PMU machine or by
“cutting” the skin via a manual PMU procedure into the face, head and body area. These
applications are made by using solid or multiple fine needles injecting the color or by
placing the colorants via microblades.

Tattoo and PMU artists use tattoo colorant suspensions from different commercial
suppliers in this field; chemical substances in these products are not always approved by
the European Chemicals Agency (ECHA) or the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) [5].
Until recently there was no limitation on the use of certain chemicals in tattoo inks and in
permanent makeup colorants. There is also no analytical method for the detection of metals,
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons or forbidden colorants [6]. To protect European citizens,
many of the hazardous chemicals found in tattoo inks and PMU are restricted in the EU
under the Registration, Evaluation, Authorization and Restriction of Chemicals regulation
(REACH) will come into effect in several months [3,7]. Analytical methods focus on exactly
what causes the health problems, are extremely specific. Although identifying the correct
method for detecting metals in tattoo inks is particularly important, the focus should be
on the actual amounts of ink injected in the skin [8]. Ink concentration into dermis is
an unknown issue that should be investigated because the number of decorative tattoo
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applications has increased and the only restriction that currently exists covers chemicals
that may cause cancer and genetic mutations or is focused on chemicals that are toxic
to reproduction as well as skin sensitizers and irritants. If a serious restriction had been
necessitated for every kind of tattooing from every country’s law, many cases of chronic
allergic reactions would have been prevented [9].

The aim of this review is to raise concerns about the necessity of changing regulations
about tattoo ink use and ink manufacturers to make tattooing a much safer application
with no cutaneous or systemic adverse effects.

2. Methods

The review was based on a thorough search through the literature in the relevant
databases (Scopus, PubMed and Google Scholar). The search terms used, were:

1. Tattoo ink, tattoo colorants, tattoo pigments (title or abstract word), PMU pigments
(title or abstract word), permanent makeup colorants (title or abstract word).

2. Adverse effects (title or abstract word), hazard (title or abstract word), side effects,
complications, equipment, needles safety.

3. Tattooing, permanent makeup, microblading, micropigmentation.

Two different search groups were used. In the first group the terms were related with
“or”, and among each group with “and”. The published material found on these databases
and the World Wide Web was reviewed on the topics of safety of tattoos and permanent
makeup colorants, side effects of tattoo application, and PMU application and chemical
substances that might cause cutaneous adverse effects. These data were analyzed, and the
results are discussed below. In Sections 3–10, information is provided about colorants and
potential hazards of tattoo and PMU colorants in the human body.

3. Tattoo Inks

Most of tattoo inks are manufactured today in countries with national regulations
over the percentages of hazardous ingredients. A short time ago, the manufacturers of
inks had no regulations to follow and many of these products caused adverse reactions
to the skin. Today the microbiological quality of tattoo ink and PMU products is good,
and products manufactured in the EU have high production standards [10]. Ink and PMU
should be produced in a sterile environment to be microbiologically stable for several
months after opening. This leads to safer tattoo and PMU applications. The composition
of these colorants is important because they can cause side effects such as photoallergic,
granulomatous, and anaphylactic reactions. Their chemical composition can be a predictive
factor of the tattoo reaction after laser treatments as well [11,12].

When finishing the tattoo or PMU application, part of the injected tattoo colorants
leave the wounded skin area and an adequate amount of ink stays in the dermis area,
which is the target of pigment particles in order to create the permanent result of the
tattoo or PMU. The first days after a tattoo or PMU application the skin starts absorbing
the colorants which remain for a long time in the injection site. As time passes pigment
particles move deeper in the skin creating the permanent character of the tattoo design.
This relocation from epidermis, dermis and, sometimes, subcutaneous tissue, changes the
color of the tattoo as the years pass. Another unpredictable reaction of the injected tattoo
colorant is their migration from the skin through the lymphatic or blood vessel system; this
explains why tattoo colorants can be found in lymph nodes near the tattoo area [13].

It is estimated that every tattoo application injects about 1 mg of ink per cm2. Scientific
research in tissue samples shows that polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), can be
found many years after tattooing in regional lymph nodes. Azo or polycyclic compounds
from colored tattoos express the same characteristics. These kinds of pigments are designed
mainly for industrial use and not to be injected into human skin [14]. Due to adverse
reactions, pigment compositions of certain ink colors have changed through the years [15].
For instance, toxic mercuric sulfide that was once used in red tattoos has now been removed
from tattoo inks and PMU colorants because of reported skin reactions [16]. Laser removal
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is also a problem when it involves colorants with iron oxides and titanium dioxide. These
chemicals are getting darker under high-powered laser treatments causing disappointment
to the persons who wished to remove their tattoo [17]. Dispersive x-ray showed that the
elemental composition of commonly used tattoo pigments, contain complex suspensions
of many different chemical substances. The main ingredients of these suspensions are
tiny solid particles from black, white, or colored pigments. There were also many other
unknown chemical substances and a solvent. The small size of these particles is one of the
reasons for the tattoo’s lifetime existence on the skin [18].

4. PMU Colorants

PMU is made in the same way as a decorative tattoo application. The skin’s outer layer
is penetrated with a needle from a PMU machine or a manual PMU pen (microblading)
with various numbers of needles stuck together. The colorant is injected or placed into
the area beneath, with a needle angle usually at 80◦–90◦, to make a new brow or correct
the brow shape by creating brow hairs or by shading the area. The same procedure is
followed for eyebrow reconstruction and modification, in the eyelid area for permanent
eyeliner makeup and over the lips area in order to create a better shape and a more vivid
color to the lips. The epidermis is regenerated continuously to make the PMU last and the
color is injected into the dermis which is about 1.0–2.5 mm deep [19]. The application of
permanent makeup is the same as the tattoo procedure and is used to produce designs that
look like the aesthetic application of makeup. The quality of the results is determined by
the longevity of color and the depth of colorant penetration. When the colorants are placed
closed to the epidermis, they “disappear” easily after several months from application.
The pigments used for PMU differ according to the procedure used. The PMU machine
gives better results with inorganic colors while the manual PMU has a more “natural”
result with organic colors. Every tattoo or PMU artist has to be informed about the different
types of pigments and their ingredients in order to choose the right pigment color based
on the technique used and the skin tone [20].

Medical tattooing is also a PMU procedure. It is used to camouflage scars or to mimic
hair or nipple/areola regions after breast CA surgery, and to create micropigmentation
for hair loss. PMU machines are used for medical applications because they have better
results. Nowadays the application of scalp micropigmentation (SMP) in order to avoid hair
transplantation has gained popularity. This technique is based on the application of PMU
colors to the skin above the head area in both sexes. The micropigmentation procedure
includes the use of a PMU machine, insertion of the needle at 90◦ to the skin by shading
the hair area with a dot-to-dot technique. This kind of application is made to mimic the
hair follicles. When the procedure is complete, the head hair looks more plentiful and if
the color is similar to the hair color, there is little difference from the natural hair. Similarly,
scalp alopecia (total or partial) or scalp scars can be camouflaged with a stippling pattern
of pigments that mimic the hair follicles. Due to the specificity of SPM and PMU, colorants
should not fade easily as the head and face area are exposed daily to sunlight [21,22].

PMU colors have a variety of pigments that are safe, hypoallergenic and can be used
either with the PMU machine or manual PMU pen (microblading) technique. They have a
wide range of colors and shades that can be mixed with some restrictions in order to modify
to suit the skin color [23,24]. The term pigment is used to define both the fine powder that
gives color to cosmetic products such as regular makeup, as well as the solution made by
adding these powders to a binder used in permanent makeup. PMU pigments are made by
colored liquid concoctions. These colors stay in the skin for a period of time because of the
particle size (bigger than that used in tattoo ink), which the body eventually breaks down
and absorbs. This PMU application lasts from several months up to a few years so it can
be applied again. PMU colorants are one of the differences between permanent makeup
pigments and tattoo ink because ink has tiny particles that cannot be broken down; the ink
is placed deeper into the skin during the tattoo procedure with different kind of machines.
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The tattoo will last a lifetime no matter how much the color changes over the years due to
sun exposure and various other reasons [25,26].

5. Colorants

Colorants belong to the same category as pigments or dyes with molecules that have
the same chemical structure. On the other hand, dyes have pigments, which are practically
insoluble in the medium in which they are incorporated. Although tattooing and PMU
are injectable procedures, colorant suspensions are not pharmaceutical substances and
do not have the injectable products standards. They contain over 100 different chemical
compounds to different extents [27]. They are a mix of several chemicals and may contain
hazardous substances that cause skin allergies and other serious health impacts, such
as genetic mutations and cancer [13,28]. As the tattoo and PMU procedure are made by
the injection in skin of such colorants, they may create health risks on every tattooed
individual. Ink pigments have been found in lymph nodes and the liver after migration
from the skin area [29]. The choice of pigment type depends on the PMU technique used,
the artist’s preference, the area of the treatment and the skin type of the client. Most of
the tattoo and PMU colorants are made up of both organic and inorganic pigments. The
chemical synthesis of pigments has many tiny insoluble particles, which have diameters
from a few tenths of nanometers (nanoparticles) up to a few micrometers. Other kinds
of finishing processes give the surfaces of the pigment particles the ability for different
applications [30,31].

6. Inorganic Pigments

The main characteristic of inorganic pigments is the addition of iron oxide elements.
As they are synthetically produced from metals, they have an inorganic character (clay,
ultramarines, titanium oxide, manganese violet). They are used in tattoo and PMU ap-
plications with the use of a machine but not with the manual PMU pen (microblading).
The purpose of adding iron oxides to tattoo and PMU colorants is to provide solid color
and opacity and widen the shade range. Titanium dioxide prevails in lighter shades, while
iron oxides prevail in darker shades. Titanium dioxide is used as a brightening agent in
tattoo pigments, sunscreens and generally in paints. It has a white color and one of its
most important characteristics is the absorption of UV light in the range between 280 and
400 nm [7,32].

Today there are a variety of inorganic pigments based on iron oxides in many colors
of tattoo ink and PMU colorants. These colors are yellow, red and black, which are based
on heavy metals such as mercury sulfide (red), cadmium sulfide (yellow), chromium oxide
(green), or cobalt spinel (blue). They are unaffected by light, non-toxic and insoluble, which
is important for the prevention of color migration. Inorganic pigments are the least likely to
cause an allergic reaction and are a widely used group of pigments in permanent makeup
application. This happens because they give a more stable result when they are used for
shading techniques because of the tiny pigment particle distribution [33].

7. Organic Pigments

Tattoo colorants contain more than 80% of industrial organic pigments [7,34]. Organic
pigments can be produced in a big variety of color shades ranging from green, blue, red and
violet to yellow. These kinds of pigments absorb the light resulting in high color strength
and have a vivid color in the skin, which lasts for a long time [35]. This characteristic makes
these colorants very important for tattoo application. Polycyclic or azo pigments, as they are
known, are used in tattoo colorants and are classified by their chemical constitution. Their
subdivision is: mono-azo, dis-azo, b-naphtol, and naphthol AS. There are also pigments
with metal complexes, which have cobalt, copper and nickel [5,36].

Heterocyclic and aromatic compounds are the characteristics of polycyclic pigments;
quinacridone pigments (red, bluish red, violet) and the phthalocyanines (green, blue) are
representative examples [37]. The production of purely organic pigments is very small and
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is performed by a few companies in the market. The reason for this is because this kind of
pigment has a complex chemical synthesis, and the colorants contain many by-products
along with titanium dioxide [38]. In general, carbon is the basis of organic chemistry, so
these are basically carbon derivatives. In the past, they were obtained from plant and
animal organisms but that was not a safe option. This is because vegetable dyes can cause
allergic reactions in many ways. Today’s color production combines carbon with other
substances such as oxygen and hydrogen [39].

Changing the ratios modifies color density. Hydroxide aluminum is also a substance
used in tattoo and PMU colors. The main characteristic of hydroxide aluminum is that it
is not a soluble substance and this leads to color retention. The pigment becomes heavier
and that is the reason why it can set into the skin in a better way. The hypoallergenic
formulation of the organic pigments which are manufactured today, is given by alumina
hydroxide, which creates a protective membrane over the pigment molecules to prevent a
direct reaction with the skin tissue. These pigments are called lake pigments [40]. Organic
pigments are affected by sunlight exposure and fade easier, a characteristic, which is the
reason why they are more often used in PMU applications. PMU is characterized as a
semi-permanent application in contrast with the permanent tattoo application. Elemental
carbon molecules are the smallest of all ingredients used in PMU; this characteristic gives a
pitch-black, opaque color. Although they can be used in PMU applications, they have a
high migration risk because of the small particle size [41,42]. In the last few years water-
based colorants have appeared. They have no iron oxides and contain around 45% water
and are reported as purely botanic [43]. They are used for PMU applications and have a
good result over the face area especially on oily skin. They are characterized as “vegan”
pigments and they have gained ground in the PMU colorants market.

In Figure 1 we can see the difference between tattoo inks and PMU colors, which can
be seen after diluting 1 mL of the colorant in water. The tiny particles of tattoo ink are
spread over the glass while the PMU colorant stays at the bottom of the glass and does not
mix with the water.

 
Figure 1. (a) Tattoo ink diluted in water, (b) PMU color diluted in water. Image courtesy of EleniAndreou.

8. Potential Hazards of Tattoo Colorants

Although tattoo and PMU colorants are being injected in the human body to a depth
of 1 mm to 3 mm (Figure 2), they have no pharmaceutical guidelines referring to subcu-
taneous use. They cannot be categorized as cosmetic products or medicines. The exact
list of ingredients, if they are referred to at all, depends on the legislation of each country
about the manufacturers or importers of this kind of product, so there are significant
gaps in our knowledge about their ingredients. Tattoo colorants containing hazardous
chemicals have been found on the European market. In samples taken from the tattoo and
PMU colorant market, microbiological contamination, heavy metals, polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAH), primary aromatic amines (PAA), and preservatives were found [7].
As the application of tattoo and PMU is administered invasively and creates skin injury,
the healing process should last a few days. A survey of 3411 tattooed participants revealed
that 8% of the participants still had health problems 4 weeks after tattooing, and 6% had
persistent skin problems in the tattooed area [4,5]. There is a correlation of these problems
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with the tattoo ink, the colors and their ingredients. This was also confirmed by comparing
the data of the survey with medical case reports. The results showed that colored tattoo
pigments have cutaneous effects over the skin area [44].

Figure 2. The depth of tattoo and PMU colorants according to organic and inorganic ink and different
machine use. Inorganic pigments contain bigger particles of colorants and are placed deeper into the
skin. (a) Manual PMU pen (microblading), (b) PMU machine, (c) tattoo machine. Image courtesy of
Eleni Andreou.

As there are large amounts of PAH in black colorants, hazardous substances are being
injected into the skin. This observation is verified by ink found in human organs even in
placenta [45]. Generally, there is a lack of scientific investigations or epidemiologic data
about the systemic effects of tattoo colorants and their decomposition products. The tattoo
trend has led to millions of people having many, often large, tattoos over their body. The
majority of these have a size of 600 cm2 or more. Such a tattoo can include about 1500
mg of azo pigments. These pigments are injected into the human body and there is the
possibility of skin or internal organ health problems [4,46].

9. Ink Market

Tattoo and PMU ink markets are spread all over the world. It is estimated that
80% of tattoo inks are manufactured outside of Europe. Asian and American products
used by tattoo artists have a dominant presence in the market. The pricing policy of
these products vary in every country, with the Asian market being the most competitive.
A percentage of 70% of permanent makeup inks are manufactured in Europe, but also many
products are imported from America and Asia. In Europe, tattoo inks and PMU colorants
are manufactured by about 30 companies located in Spain, Netherlands, Germany, Italy,
England and France [47]. In 2008, the European Council Resolution ResAP (2008)1 was
created regarding the requirements and criteria for the safety of tattoos and permanent
makeup guides for the manufacturers of tattoo inks. Currently, Netherlands, Norway,
France, Germany, Spain, Switzerland and Sweden have adopted national regulations
on tattoo ink manufacturing and Austria, Italy, Denmark and Slovenia are using the
resolution to control tattoo inks [48]. Today ink manufacturers should follow the rules of
the Classification, Labelling and Packaging (CLP) Regulation in terms of labelling products
that contain classified substances in excess of their classification limits and REACH in terms
of registration requirements and information provision. It is still unknown what happens
when ink enters the body and this need led to a prohibited ingredients list creation [49].
It is commonly accepted that forbidden ingredients for cosmetic use products cannot be
used in tattoo inks and PMU colorants. Ingredients with no cosmetic regulation can be
used. A prohibited list with dangerous colorants has been created in order to protect
consumers [50]. This year there was an improvement according to a recent article in The
Brussels Times. The European Chemicals Agency is working on a union-wide bill that will
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tackle the use of “CMR substances: carcinogenic or causing cancer, mutagenic or affecting
cell development and reprotoxic, which interfere with fertility and the reproductive system”
in tattooing and PMU [51]. In several months, a more condensed list of hazardous chemicals
found in tattoo inks and permanent makeup under restriction by the REACH Regulation,
is going to be announced in order to protect European citizens. The target is not banning
tattooing procedures, but to make the color use safer [3].

10. Conclusions

The increasing popularity of tattoos and PMU applications expose human skin to
colorants and chemical substances that can lead, in many cases, to skin and health problems.
The complexity of tattoo ink compounds includes organic dyes, metals, and solvents which
might have a hazardous effect on the human body. The unclear identification of tattoo inks
as cosmetic products or medicines although they are injected into the skin without being
authorized as sterile and injectable, is a serious issue. Recent studies show that 28% of
tattooed individuals have more than four tattoos on their body, including PMU applications.
The safety of tattoo inks and PMU colorants has obviously increased in Europe in the last
few years. From the creation of the European Council Resolution ResAP (2008)1, which
resulted in the improved quality control of pigment raw materials, significant changes have
been achieved. Further scientific investigation over the tattoo issue needs to be performed.
The necessity to explore the unknown long-term side effects of various inks and colorants
into the skin is huge, and every country should create a strict regulation about tattoo and
PMU applications. It seems obvious that important steps should be obtained over the
regulations of the colorant production, which represent the basic elements of tattooing.
Furthermore all tattoo artists should be properly trained to identify harmful ingredients
written on the product packaging. Each country should be responsible for every tattoo and
permanent makeup studio and provide lists with forbidden substances in colorants and
perform random checks on ink imports.
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Abstract: Many recommended stability practices have been unchanged for decades and yet the retail
landscape has considerably evolved during that time. First, as a result of the rise of social media and
second in the wake of the COVID-19 global pandemic. This article reviews the published guidelines
available to the cosmetic scientist when developing a suitable stability protocol and considers them
in the context of a changing retail landscape. It sets the context with a background to stability
testing and a summary of the relevant regulations across different territories. It outlines the current
recommended guidelines for stability testing as stated in publications, including the International
Federation of the Societies of Cosmetic Chemists (IFSCC) monograph and Cosmetics Europe. Modern
advances in stability testing are also considered including early stability prediction techniques. The
article concludes that accelerated stability testing is not a precise science, rather a prediction of shelf
life. Scientists must consider the various modes of transport, sizes of shipments and regulation in the
country of destination as well as the new and emerging ways of consumer production interaction
when developing a suitable stability protocol for their formulation.

Keywords: stability testing; stability protocol; accelerated ageing; shelf life; minimally disruptive
formulas; direct to consumer; retail model

1. Introduction

Stability testing or product safety testing encompasses many different aspects of a
product formulation. There needs to be proof that the preservative system is efficient, that
the product is physically stable, and that the product does not negatively interact with the
packaging. Preservative systems are tested through challenge testing, where samples of a
product are inoculated with different types of bacteria [1]. The physical product stability is
tested by placing samples in inert glass jars and subjecting them to different environment
conditions, this type of testing is the main focus of this paper. Product packaging is tested
by filling the agreed upon final packaging with the product and again subjecting it to
different environment conditions, further testing is also done to assess the packaging
functionality with the type of product.

There are many guidelines as to protocols that can be followed when designing a
suitable stability testing regime from the established to the more recent thinking. This paper
will examine those recommended guidelines in the face of a changing retail landscape. It
will explore the International Federation of the Societies of Cosmetic Chemists (IFSCC)
monograph and recommendations from Cosmetics Europe, through to more recent work
such as that of the UK-based Centre for Process Information (CPI). There have been
significant changes in the retail landscape over the decades as the direct-to-consumer (DTC)
model has gained prominence. In addition to the DTC model there has been a shift in so
called green consumer behaviour, with consumers and producers being more open to the
usage of natural cosmetics [2]. This can give rise to additional challenges in stabilising
formulations as considered by Singh et al. with their work examining the carrot seed
oil-based emulsions [3]. For the purpose of this paper, however, all cosmetic preparations
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will be considered equally. The paper seeks to examine the protocols available and consider
their suitability in the face of the shift in retail behaviour.

2. A Background to Stability Testing

Stability is defined in Cambridge dictionary as a situation in which something is not
likely to move or change [4]. Transposing this to a context of a cosmetic product, this can
be defined as remaining within a set specification. Specification might include various
characteristics like appearance, pH, viscosity or efficacy. They need to be measurable and
applicable to a product type. An important specification attribute is microbial stability.
Ensuring there is no growth of bacteria or other microorganisms in the product throughout
its shelf life is one of the qualities ensuring consumers’ safety. Stability assessment preserves
the reputation of the brands by making sure products are aesthetically acceptable for
consumers [5,6]. Testing of stability helps to establish shelf life of a product during which
product continues to be safe and fit for use.

As defined by European Cosmetic Regulation (EC) No 1223/2009, Part A of a Cosmetic
Product Safety Report shall contain physical/chemical characteristics and stability of a
cosmetic product. Part B of the report which is a safety assessment requires to consider
impacts of stability on the safety of cosmetic product. However, the regulation does not
specify requirements of how a stability test should be performed. A stability test is essential
to evaluate a product’s shelf life. There are stipulations in Article 19 of the Regulation
about clearly labelling a product with the date of minimum durability if this is less than
30 months. For products with a minimum durability date over 30 months an indication of
the period of time after opening (PAO) shall be made instead [7]. No specific instruction on
how to calculate PAO is provided in the Regulation. However, microbiological stability as
well as packaging of a product should be considered during PAO determination process.

Following the exit of the United Kingdom from European Union in 2020, cosmetic
products in the UK are regulated by Schedule 34 of The Product Safety and Metrology, etc.
(Amendment, etc.) (EU Exit) Regulations 2019, also called the UK Cosmetics Regulation.
The stipulations regarding stability testing are the same as of (EC) No 1223/2009 [8].

In the United States of America cosmetic products are regulated by Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA) with the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (FD&C Act). The FD&C
Act prohibits the distribution of cosmetics which are adulterated or misbranded. FD&C Act
does not state any requirements regarding product stability or shelf life [9]. However, as
the product must be safe it is a responsibility of the manufacturer to verify product’s shelf
life [10]. Products which fall under the category of an Over-the-Counter Drug in US, like
sunscreen or anti-acne treatments, must conform to Current Good Manufacturing Practice
for Finished Pharmaceuticals that provides some specifics regarding testing [11]. Further
details on storage conditions, testing frequency and more are provided in a supplemen-
tary guidance for the industry in Q1A(R2) Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and
Products [12]. Comparably to the US, Canada does not set rules or guidelines for stability
testing of cosmetic products but defines set of guidelines for drug products in Guidance
for Industry Stability Testing of New Drug Substances and Products [13].

Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) market, primarily following EU
Cosmetic Regulation, in the Guidelines for the safety assessment of a cosmetic product
specifies stability needs to be considered [14]. Stability needs to be provided in Part III:
Quality Data of Finished Product as part of Product Information File [15]. However, no
exact details on test protocol are provided.

3. Current Recommended Guidelines for Stability Testing

Due to the extremely wide variety of products produced in the personal care industry
there is no single stability testing procedure that is required for manufacturers to follow
when producing a new cosmetic product. Alternatively, there have been a number of
recommended guidelines published by global cosmetic associations such as the IFSCC
and Cosmetics Europe, these publications suggest protocols to follow when carrying out
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stability testing. In 2018 the British Standards Institution published ISO/TR 18811:2018
Cosmetics–Guidelines on the stability testing of cosmetics [16]. The document does not
aim to specify how a stability test should be performed but does review the information
provided in previously published documents on stability testing such as the documents
published by the IFSCC and Cosmetic Europe. The ISO is a good starting resource to help
manufacturers select the correct protocols for designing a stability test.

The IFSCC is a worldwide federation whose purpose is to promote international
cooperation within the personal care industry [17]. The IFSCC published a monograph in
1992 titled “The Fundamentals of Stability Testing” [18] which covers the types of tests and
varied conditions that they recommend being used when performing a stability test.

Cosmetics Europe are a trade association specifically for personal care manufacturers
within Europe, they are a membership-based association and provide expert knowledge
on European legislations and developments within the industry [19]. In 2004 Cosmetics
Europe published a report titled “Guidelines on Stability Testing of Cosmetic Products” [20]
which sets out guidelines to predict and guarantee the stability of cosmetic products in the
market. Both publications by the IFSCC and Cosmetics Europe set out similar guidelines
as there are certain tests that have been identified as the best way to test stability, however
it is usually down to the manufacturer to design the specifics of the test, hence the need
for guidelines.

There are multiple different reasons why a product would need to be stability tested,
the IFSCC recommends that the purpose of the test should be identified prior to starting
testing so that a sufficient test procedure can be followed. Some of the reasons why a
product would require stability testing include, assessment of a new product development
(NPD) formulation, assessment of an NPD formulation with its packaging, if a method or
formulation has been modified from the original, or if the product container changes [20].

The main test the IFSCC cover is the standard stability test, this is the fundamental
test that cosmetic products undergo when performing stability testing. Samples are placed
in different temperature environments and the product reactions to these conditions are
observed over a set amount of time. Warmer temperature conditions will accelerate
any reactions that may occur under normal shelf-life conditions, at a molecular level
approximately a 10 ◦C temperature increase will double the rate of reaction. However,
this rule does not accurately apply to more complex systems such as cosmetics, but an
increased reaction rate of any amount is beneficial in personal care as it is a fast-moving
consumer goods (FMCG) industry. The shelf life of a product can last up to 2–3 years,
but the time frame of the development of a product from brief to launch is much shorter,
usually around 6 months to 1 year, so accelerated testing that only takes 3–4 months to
produce a full shelf-life prediction is extremely useful. Table 1 details the suggested storage
conditions for the accelerated stability test [18].

Table 1. Suggested storage conditions for the accelerated stability test by the International Federation
of the Societies of Cosmetic Chemists (IFSCC) [18].

Test Conditions Time Period of Test

4 ◦C projected shelf life of the product
20/25 ◦C projected shelf life of the product

37 ◦C 3–6 months
45 ◦C 1–3 months

37 ◦C at 80% relative humidity 1 month maximum

The 4 ◦C sample is usually used as a control sample as the cold temperature will
slow down any changes that may occur. This sample and the 20 ◦C sample are kept on
test for the full shelf life of the product so that a real time stability test can also be carried
out to confirm the results of the accelerated stability test. For standard tests 45 ◦C is
generally the maximum temperature as testing samples at higher temperatures such as
50 ◦C, 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C, although theoretically would produce quicker accelerated results,
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is not recommended for standard testing as stated by the IFSCC, the further removed the
conditions are from normal everyday conditions, the more adverse changes happen to the
product that likely would never occur in normal conditions. However, testing at these
temperatures can be a good initial indicator of the stability of a product, if a sample is still
stable at high temperatures such as 60 ◦C and 70 ◦C then you can be confident the product
will be very stable at normal conditions [12].

Samples need to be observed regularly throughout the testing period for any changes
that may occur. The IFSCC recommend that samples are checked frequently at the begin-
ning of a test, generally monthly, but as the test progresses past the first 3 months testing
intervals can be spaced further apart. They also suggest that multiple samples of a product
should be placed in each condition, enough for each test, so that a new unopened sample
is removed from the condition and tested at each interval. When the samples are tested,
they should be checked against a control sample for any changes in the appearance, odour,
texture, viscosity and pH, the weight loss can also be checked in packaging compatibility
samples. Specific parameters will need to be set for each of these properties before testing
starts, as the results will likely fluctuate, but the parameters will outline a range that the
product is still safe for use and stable between. Table 2 details further testing that may be
necessary depending on product or formulation type [18].

Table 2. Additional stability tests that may be necessary according to the IFSCC [18].

Additional Testing

Cycling Test
Samples that are subjected to a regular change in temperature or
humidity can reveal instability quicker than samples stored
continuously in one condition.

Freeze Thaw Test
Samples are cycled between −30 ◦C and room temperature for a
minimum of 6 cycles. This can identify formulations that are
prone to instability, crystallisation, sedimentation and clouding.

Light/UV Exposure Test
Any product that is likely to be exposed to light in the market
should undergo light testing. Samples should be exposed to north
facing daylight or placed in a light testing cabinet.

Mechanical Test Vibration tests or centrifugation can be a good immediate
indicator of emulsion stability.

These types of tests are usually performed on products that may face certain con-
ditions in the market or if a formulation or product is known to have past instability
issues. Specifically, cycling and freeze–thaw tests are useful when products are planned
to be shipped internationally, as they could be subjected to varying extreme temperatures
during transport, so these tests will ensure that the products can withstand the extreme
temperature changes.

4. Modern Advances in Stability Testing

The demand for innovative cosmetic products that meet current trends is at an all-time
high. Competition between cosmetic brands to unveil pioneering concepts is fierce, with
indie labels growing rapidly to contend with the majority market shareholders. Online
purchasing is enabling consumers to access more beauty brands than ever before, and
purchasers no longer have to depend on the limited offering of their local store [21].

Consequently, brands now feel more pressure to quickly capitalise on opportunities in
the market whilst the trend is still booming. Standard product development timings consist-
ing of thorough evaluations of product stability are no longer acceptable and are now often
ruthlessly reduced to meet the expectations of rapid, ground-breaking beauty launches.

Cutting the time allowed to complete accelerated stability testing is risky. Postles
established in a review of the current stability testing guidance that the techniques involved
in accelerated stability testing are generally unreliable, concluding that the methodology is
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inappropriate for predicting long-term shelf life [22]. This deduction was particularly di-
rected towards emulsion technology that founds the basis for many cosmetic formulations.
Postles highlighted some potential areas of improvement to the current guidelines in the
2018 study. One recommendation was to encourage the often-overlooked method of real
time stability testing to accompany the accelerated testing data. This is indorsed to confirm
that the changes observed during the initial program were accurate and to investigate if
further instabilities could be expected. It is suggested that real time testing is conducted
6 to 12 months ahead of industrial scale up so that brands can react with speed to any
unforeseen changes that may occur when the product is released to market [22]. In the
modern market this process may be considered too time-consuming and may add further
delay to launches, so is often disregarded in favour of completing post-market surveillance
to track success of a formulation. This begs the question of why an inherently untrustwor-
thy method for testing stability can be condensed to meet fast-fashion principles in the
beauty market, and what modern advances in technology can be utilised to strengthen the
reliability and accuracy of the accelerated testing method.

An effective approach of developing bespoke cosmetic formulations with consumer
perceptible differences is the employment of minimally disruptive formulations (MDFs).
The MDF concept was described by O’Lenick and Zhang, and involves manipulating a
simple, stable base formulation with low levels (<10%) of different silicone polymers to
alter the product aesthetics with little disruption to the base’s stability profile. The selection
of silicone polymers is able to provide assortments of feel, playtime and gloss to the base
formulation, providing the formulator with confidence that different consumer perceivable
aesthetics are achievable with reasonably predictable stability testing results [23]. The
MDF concept can also be extended to include the introduction of low level, novel active
ingredients into the base. The engagement of MDFs by beauty brands can dramatically
reduce development and stability testing requirements, as well as substantially reduce costs
and time frames, without compromising on quality. This method allows brands to quickly
react to consumer demands and reduces the risk of missing out on market opportunities.

Advances in technology can also assist with reviewing formulation stability in a timely
manner. UK-based CPI have developed their MicroSTAR technology which is a microfluidic
platform for stability prediction. This revolutionary, automated method conducts physical
testing in shorter timescales to create data for long-term stability prediction with minimal
resource and cost. The utilisation of microfluidics inflicts variations of temperature, flow,
pressure and vibrations to mimic the diverse environmental conditions that a product
may be subjected to during its shelf life. The platform is also capable of revealing insights
and drivers of stability failure, which cannot be detected using traditional stability testing
methods. CPI offer this technology to enable their clients to conduct the relevant testing in
as little as several hours [24].

An alternative method to early stability prediction is the practice of static multiple
light scattering (SMLS). SMLS is a high resolution, optical analysis method that is capable
of outlining and measuring the destabilisation characteristics of liquid dispersions. This
method is particularly useful for cosmetic emulsions, which are thermodynamically un-
stable and consequently prone to sedimentation, creaming and flocculation. The testing
method is carried out on undiluted samples (dilution can affect the dispersion state) and
quantifies the rate of changes in particle size and migration and can provide tangible results
long before the changes are perceived by the human eye. This process is much quicker than
traditional accelerated stability testing methods and could be employed by formulators to
promptly forecast formulation stability with precise results [25,26]. Postles advocates the
utilization of modern analytical equipment to strengthen shelf-life prediction reliability,
stating methods such as examining zeta potential and controlled centrifugation [22].

5. Changes in the Retail Market

How has the retail market changed over the years and how might this influence
product stability protocols? Imogen Matthews considers the flexible approach to logistics
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in a much-changed market, noting that online retail plays a vital role in keeping consumers
supplied with beauty goods. She remarks that essential to the success of any brand
is the smooth delivery of products in pristine condition to the retailer, online store or
directly into the hands of the consumer [27]. Looking at the direct-to-consumer (DTC)
business model Schlesinger, Higgins, and Roseman noted that for decades across many
categories, including beauty, a handful of brands dominated the consumer retail market.
They considered that with the rise of the internet and social media platforms came the rise
of the DTC model but concluded that ultimately an omnichannel approach is favourable
for growth [28]. This conclusion is supported by a survey McKinsey carried out in 2019
reviewing shopping habits by age group across the cosmetic and skin-care product sectors.
They found that while the baby boomer generation had a strong preference to browse and
buy in store, generation Z had no strong preference for one shopping habit type, instead
preferring an omnichannel approach [29,30].

We need also to consider the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on consumer shopping
habits. By June 2020 Cosmetics Business revealed key insights in a COVID-19 strategy
report. They stated that the pandemic has placed unprecedented challenges on the beauty
and personal care industry, leaving no brand or retailer untouched. They cited data from
McKinsey that estimates a decline of between 20–30% for global beauty industry revenues
in 2020. Their report considered that the difficulties experienced by bricks and mortar
retailers prior to the pandemic were accelerated. They surmised that as physical stores
reopen brands and stores would need to develop new ways for consumers to discover
their products [31]. This train of thought is echoed by Lanteri, she notes that for a long
time, selling skincare products had largely revolved around brands providing interactive
experiences in store [32]. In addition, McKinsey notes that pre-COVID-19 sales in store
accounted for up to 85% of beauty purchases in most beauty industry markets, superseding
the appeal of shopping online [30]. However, the pandemic has accelerated the shift to
online for a much broader section of consumers. Culliney considers this too concluding
that beauty brands and retailers must blur physical retail with digital experiences to engage
consumers in a post-pandemic world [33]. This opinion is shared by McKinsey in their
considerations of the long-term impact of COVID-19 on the beauty industry. They conclude
that some changes are likely to be permanent, most notably the rise of digital platforms
and the pace of innovations. Their surveys show that across the globe, consumers indicate
that they are likely to be increasing their online engagement and spending. They conclude
from this that brands will need to prioritise digital channels and overhaul their product
innovation pipelines to capitalise on this shift in consumer behaviour [30].

6. Conclusions

Accelerated stability testing is not a precise science, rather a prediction of shelf life. The
varied retail approach coupled with the need for pristine product condition highlights the
challenges involved in designing a suitable stability protocol. Considering the DTC model,
it is important to note that brands are able to reach a global audience where previously
they might have only retailed in bricks in mortar in their immediate territory. It is therefore
clear that the protocol must consider various modes of transport and sizes of shipments to
potentially global destinations. When a container vessel became stuck in the Suez Canal in
March 2021 this highlighted the plight of global shipping. Whilst we may not be able to
design a protocol that can account for our product been delayed due to this type of force
majeure event we must consider that containers can be delayed in global shipping and as a
result can be exposed to extremes of temperature. In addition, new and emerging ways
of consumer product interaction must be taken into account. The product must remain
in specification, being safe, fit for purpose, efficacious and acceptable for the consumer
for the duration of the shelf life in order to preserve brand reputation. Stability testing is
essential in evaluating a product shelf life and yet it is not set out in regulation how the
test should be performed. Global cosmetic associations IFSCC and Cosmetics Europe have
published suggested protocols however these were in 1992 and 2004, respectively. The
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more recent work of Postles encourages the use of real-time stability testing, however this is
suggested to be 6–12 months ahead of an industrial scale up which is at odds with a brands
desire to move quickly to market. Traditional accelerated testing could be accompanied by
additional tests such as cycling, freeze–thaw and centrifuging. Where speed to market is
critical employing the formulating approach of minimally disruptive formulations de-risks
the process. The advantage that the DTC model has is that brands are not bound by the
shelf-life requirements of a retailer and so have the option to consider a shorter shelf life
for launch. Post market surveillance can continue after launch and then the shelf life can be
gradually extended once more data are gathered to support this. In conclusion to address
the diverse market conditions in the context of stability and shelf life, a diverse set of
protocols with the need for more product specific stability strategies would seem to be the
most logical approach.
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Abstract: Cosmetic ingredients based on more or less refined biological matter (plants, fungi, bacteria,
etc.) are gaining popularity. Advances in green chemistry and biotechnology are supporting this
general trend further. Following numerous bans on the use of newly generated animal testing
data in cosmetic safety assessments, and the worldwide demand for “cruelty-free” products, many
alternative methods have been developed to assess the toxicity of ingredients. Whilst great strides
have been, and continue to be, made, the area of systemic toxicity is one where international
harmonisation and regulatory acceptance is still evolving. A strategy for the fractional assessment of
biological matter is suggested to make approaches, such as threshold of toxicological concern (TTC)
methodology, fit for purpose. Within this strategy, analytical data are used to generate compound
classes which are quantified and assessed separately. Whilst this strategy opens new windows for
assessing the safety of complex mixtures with a lack of toxicological data, it also raises awareness of
the increasing complexity of cosmetic formulations and the general problem of additivity/synergy
being rarely addressed. Extremely complex mixtures are and will be a growing challenge for
safety assessors.

Keywords: safety; cosmetics; botanicals; toxicology; TTC

1. Introduction

Cosmetic products may contain a plethora of chemical compounds which themselves
may originate from different sources. These sources refer to biological matter from plants,
fungi, animals, bacteria and algae but also mineral matter, such as fractions from mineral
oil or pigments, and of course derivatives and combinations due to chemical reactions and
biotechnological processes. As a rule of thumb, the less purification of educts and products
is conducted, the more complex the chemistry of the resulting ingredient. However, public
perspective, international trade and advances in green chemistry and biotechnology are
creating a shift towards more biological matter from plants, fungi, algae and bacteria as
ingredients for consumer goods, such as cosmetics [1–3]. Although biological ingredients
may be perceived as natural and safer by consumers, complex chemical mixtures are
difficult to assess, independent from their origin. In general, most plant extracts are
complex mixtures and prone to a certain variability based on season, utilised plant parts
and solvents but also process parameters, such as temperature and pressure. It is easy
to imagine how difficult safety assessments might become when products are assessed
containing multiple botanicals and related materials. Furthermore, such challenges did not
become easier by voluntary and mandatory animal testing bans, because these are limiting
toxicological testing batteries.

There is a worldwide shift to “cruelty-free” cosmetic products, for example manifested
in Regulation (EC) No. 1223/2009 [4] that banned animal testing in the EU for cosmetic
products and ingredients. Nevertheless, the safety of the ingredients used in a cosmetic
product is a key feature for the safety of cosmetics as described in SCCS/1602/18 [5].
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Historical data from animal testing have been used by safety assessors to exclude the risks
of significant skin and eye irritation, skin sensitisation, genotoxicity and systemic toxicity.
In light of the animal testing bans for cosmetics, most notably in the EU, and the general
drive to move away from risk assessments based on animal test data, alternative approaches
are required. Whilst there are nowadays many alternative testing methods available, e.g.,
bacterial mutation test (Ames test), Hen’s egg test on chorioallantoic membrane (HET-CAM)
assay, bovine corneal opacity and permeability (BCOP) assay, direct peptide reactivity
assay (DPRA), and human cell line activation test (h-CLAT), systemic toxicity can only
be partially addressed, for example, when modes of action (MoA) are known [6]. Hence,
current strategies include MoA-driven testing/analysis, investigations on the history of
safe use [7], read-across approaches [8] and the threshold of toxicological concern (TTC)
methodology [9,10]. It should be mentioned that in a weight-of-evidence (WoE) approach,
combinations of those strategies are possible, for example, an on-its-own insufficient read-
across could be supported by negative in silico predictions/bioassay results for a potential
MoA and/or by limited history of safe use data.

Particularly, the TTC is a popular way to justify safety of biological matter, such as
plant extracts or ferments, with regard to systemic toxicity. This manuscript asks critically
whether the current TTC approach or derivatives thereof are fit for purpose but also
suggests further refinements which allow for more flexibility based on the available data.

2. Threshold Approaches

The current TTC approach is based on “Cramer classes” [11], which itself is a classifi-
cation system for chemical compounds. The origin of this approach lies in the assessment
of low-level substances in the human diet. Basically, there are three different classes which
are categorised with increasing toxicological concern. Class I is more associated with
endogenous or rather inert compounds, while Class III is more associated with drug-like
or reactive (potentially toxic) compounds. Class II fits the spectrum in between those two
classes. Many chemoinformatic tools, such as ToxTree v3.1.0 (Ideaconsult Ltd, Brussels,
Belgium) [12] or OECD QSAR Toolbox 4.4.1. (OASIS LMC, Burgas, Bulgaria) [13], use this
decision tree or derivatives thereof.

Munro and colleagues assigned threshold values for those classes based on 95th per-
centiles of no-observed-adverse-effect-level (NOAEL) data, Yang and colleagues validated
and refined these thresholds with new data in 2017 [9,10]. The resulting thresholds are
46 μg/kg bw/day for Cramer Class I and 2.3 μg/kg bw/day for Cramer Class II and III
(with a bodyweight defined as 60 kg). If a structural alert for genotoxicity is triggered,
then the threshold should be reduced to 0.0025 μg/kg bw/day according to Kroes and
colleagues [14]—this can be considered as an unofficial “fourth Cramer class”. Never-
theless, in vitro genotoxicity testing is considered preferable, which limits the necessity
for in silico genotoxicity investigations. In Figure 1, as an example, three unrelated but
chemically similar compounds were investigated with ToxTree v3.1.0 [12], followed up by
the assigning of appropriate classes and thresholds.

Although not the focus of this manuscript, the dermal sensitisation threshold (DST)
shall not remain unnamed. Here, a similar approach is applied utilising reactivity domains
(cf. structural alerts) and skin sensitisation data [15–18].

It must be emphasised that the TTC approach is intended for individual compounds
and not for mixtures, and that assigning 2.3 μg/kg for all biological matter (after geno-
toxicity was excluded via in vitro testing) might be considered overly conservative, i.e.,
safe products with low to moderate exposure might fail a safety assessment. With regard
to TTC for biological matter, Kawamoto and colleagues [19] suggested to either use a
Cramer Class III threshold for botanicals (which was found protective) or to use the 1st
percentile of their data analysis: 663 μg/day or 11.05 μg/kg bw/day (bodyweight defined
as 60 kg). Both approaches are rather conservative and try to comprise the huge variety in
toxicity. Biological raw materials are complex mixtures with a large chemical variability
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and therefore a one-size-fits-all approach might become overly conservative for many raw
materials of interest.

Figure 1. Three structurally similar compounds investigated via ToxTree v3.1.0. From left to right: 4-phenylbutyric acid
(CAS 1821-12-1), 4-(2-pyridinyl) butanoic acid (CAS 102879-51-6) and 4-phenylcrotonaldehyde (CAS 13910-23-1).

3. Fractions of Concern

As biological matter may contain a huge variety of chemical compounds, it is best
to either conduct a literature search for relevant analytical data or to perform a chemical
analysis for the material of interest. Specifications and certificates of analysis may help with
standardisation, so chemical data are transferable between batches and raw material suppli-
ers. In case this is not possible, information on taxonomy, plant parts, solvents/processes
used, etc., may help with approaches to overcome data gaps/uncertainties. In general, con-
servative estimations/safety buffers are recommended for such approaches. Furthermore,
genotoxicity should be excluded by in vitro testing, so the classification may focus around
the three Cramer classes.

Biological materials, such as an ethanol/water extract of the aerial parts of a common
herb, must be considered as a complex mixture of phytochemicals, e.g., chlorophyll, tannins,
alkaloids, fatty acids, amino acids, sugars and terpenoids. Many of these compounds can
be regarded as Cramer Class I, i.e., endogenous or rather inert and consequently of low
concern. Alkaloids or specific tannins and terpenoids, for instance, might be of higher
concern (cf. Cramer Class II and III). When splitting the systemic exposure dose (SED)
quantitatively according to Cramer Class I compounds and Class II and III compounds,
the margin of safety (MoS) calculation can be executed separately (cf. Equations (1) and (2)
with regard to Cramer Class I and Cramer Class II + III, respectively).

MoS f ract I =
46 μg/kg bw/day

SEDf ract I
(1)

MoS f ract I I+I I I =
2.3 μg/kg bw/day

SEDf ract I I+I I I
(2)

Apart from TTC values, points of departure, such as NOAEL and acceptable daily
intake (ADI) can be used if toxicological data are available. Furthermore, rationales, such as
history of safe use, can be used for risk assessing. Principally, if the SED is higher than the
TTC or an alternative point of departure (with appropriate safety factors), then this must
be considered a violation suggesting a lack of safety. The overall scheme of this approach
is expressed in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Fractions of concern scheme.

If all fractions are considered safe (i.e., there are no violations present), then the incor-
porated biological matter is considered safe. However, as chemical information is often not
that detailed, there is some flexibility with regard to the definitions of fractions. An example
for a fraction could for instance be simple fatty acids and their esters. Beyond this flexibility
in the definition of fractions, there is also some flexibility in arguments with regard to safety
in both directions, i.e., either arguing for safety and arguing for lack of safety-relevant
information. While low dermal absorption, rapid metabolism or information regarding
safe use may lead to some tolerance in case of mild MoS violations, aggregated exposure,
synergy/additivity towards other ingredients or insufficient analytical data may suggest a
MoS even lower than mathematically expressed for the individual raw material. Overall,
this approach still entails some degrees of freedom for the assessor.

As mentioned above, interpreting analytical data and defining fractions are probably
the most challenging parts. For instance, the composition of Camellia sinensis in the form of
green tea, black tea and infusions thereof were described by Chacko and colleagues [20].
However, as the description is rather crudely classified into amino acids, minerals, polyphe-
nols, etc., no chemical data on potentially active polyphenols were provided. Here, the
publication of Reto and colleagues [21] might help to identify key components which then
can be used for a toxicological literature review or they can be used for an investigation
with an appropriate chemoinformatic tool to assign Cramer classes (e.g., ToxTree v3.1.0 [12]
or OECD QSAR Toolbox 4.4.1. [13]). While there are many aqueous extracts of green tea
being used in cosmetics [22], some may be more concentrated extracts as compared to a
simple infusion or even different extraction solvents and process parameters being used.
These may influence the final composition of the extract significantly.

Ideally a fractional process would be conducted for a complete cosmetic formulation
to address potential additivity/synergy, at least for an obvious MoA, e.g., retinoid-like
compounds (cf. vitamin A esters) and compounds with an estrogenic potential, such as
parabens, 2-ethylhexanoate and certain steroids [23–26].
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4. Perspective

Assessing the safety of biological matter and the complex mixtures they may entail
is not a trivial matter. Voluntary and mandatory bans on animal testing demand novel
solutions addressing systemic toxicity [6,27]. Such novel solutions to assess safety may
include fractional approaches which can either be used stand-alone or as part of a WoE
approach. However, due to the complexity of cosmetic formulations often containing mul-
tiple extracts/ferments, it is important to initially obtain a grasp of the relevant chemistry.
Particularly for a toxicologically relevant MoA, chemical compounds from mixtures must
also be considered towards additivity/synergy and those fractions must be addressed in
appropriate safety calculations. Neither the complexity of a mixture nor testing restrictions
are reasons for insufficient risk assessments. Despite all restraints, consumer safety is key.
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